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The aim of this project has been to oa.rry out a theoretical 
and experimental study of the properties of a laminar boundary layer 
formed by very high enthalpy flQws (in excess of 12eV or 7000 -cal/g;n) 
• 
in an ionizing monatomic gas. _ An ionizing monatomic gas, 
Argon, has been used because it is possible to achieve a wider 
range of the transport properties and a better determination of 
the thermodynamic relations. 
Experiments have been made with a Free Piston Shock Tunnel, 
and has required a detailed study of its nozzle operation, 
including the effects of low levels of Helium driver gas 
contamination. 
The investigation has shown that the use of variable 
transport properties and their respective derivatives is very 
important in the solution of equilibrium boundary layer equations 
of high enthalpy flow. When calculations are made with the 
transport properties set constant at the free stream values, 
significant errors result in the velocity profile, enthalpy 
profile, and surface heat transfer rate predictions. In addition, 
the effect of low level Helium contamination on the surface heat 
transfer rate is minimal. 
It was found that the variation of the ionization was much 
. 
smaller in the chemically frozen boundary layer solutions than 
in the equilibrium boundary layer calculations. Consequently, 
the variation of the transport properti~s, in the case of the 
former, was not essential in the integration. 
It has been demonstrated that neither of the extreme solutions 




predict the surface heat transfer ·rate in very high enthalpy 
flows. This has bee~ attributed to non-equilibrium gas 
relaxation processes in the boundary layer. However, a 
satisfactory approximation can be obtained with what has been 
called a composite boundary layer calculation. That is, a 
level in the boundary layer is defined where the gas is 
assumed to change from primarily chemically frozen in nature 
to primarily equilibrium in nature. The position of this 
changeover is determined by a simple criterion based on the 
recombination rate in the gas stream tubes that are taken to 
form the boundary layers. The solutions are joined by matching 
the velocities and shear stress. 
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The objective of this investigation is the study of the boundary 
layer structure and surface heat transfer in aver., high enthalpy 
I 
hypersonic flow. The work has included theoretical and experimental 
studies. An important subsidiary study was made of the nozzle 
operation of a reflected shook tunnel - the device used to produce 
1 
high enthalpy hypersonic flow in the laboratory - with special 
attention being given to the effects of Helium driver gas contamination 
upon the flow cbara.oterietics. 
For the purpose of this study, the term "T~ry high enthalpy" will 
' be taken to refer to free stream stagna t·ion enthalpies in excess of 
12eV (approximately 7000 cal/~). 
1.2 Boundary Layers 
' 
' 
A thin region known as the "boundary layer" develops on a vehicle 
when it travels through an atmosphere. This very important layer is 
brought about by the viscous nature of the gas, through which the 
velocity of flow changes from the free stream value to zero at the 
body surface 1 • 
Boundary layer problems, in the context of this study, are 
classified as follows: 
(a) Subsonic - At subsonic speeds the heat dissipated through 
the viscous forces will be small and there will be no chemical 
reactions occurring in the gas. The fluid and transport properties 
remain essentially constant throughout the boundary layer, and the 
solution of the proble11 i"s greatly simplified. 
1 In low density flows, movement or "sliptt may occur at the surface. 
·' 
(b) Supersonic - At supersonic speeds sufficient kinetic 
energr will be dissipated -for substantial temperature changes to 
I 
occur within the boundary layer, and this will influence the thermo-
I dynamic and transport properties of the fluid. Fortunately, the 
changes that do occur are such that they can be approximated in a 
relatively simple manner (e.g.: P • 1, 
r 
p µ • constant) and the 
boundary layer problem is readily solved. 
(c) Hypersonic - At hypersonic speeds, the range of interest 
in this study, the .dissipated kinetic energy increases to the point 
where ionization of the gas occurs. The presence of free electrons 
greatly modifies the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas 
and the solution of the boundary layer problem becomes much more 
difficult. This is illustrated by the equation of motion for the 
boundary layer. Taking the y-axis normal to the surface, the 
equations for a reacting gas boundary layer (neglecting thermal 
diffusion) are1, in two dimensions, 




Conservation of Momentums 
dU ~U oP d dU 
pu _+Pf_• __ +_(µ_) 
<1% 7 dX d7 d7 
(1-2) 
' 
Conservation of Speciess 
( 1-3) 
1
see Dorrance (1962), Chapter 2. 
.' 
2 
Conservation of Energy1 
oH oH c [ µ oH . ( 1 ) ou2 J 
pu - + pv - • - - - +µ 1 - - · t -
ox 07 . 07 Pr 07 Pr O 7 (1-4) 
- - - - 1\ p Di }hi -a~( 1 n oc1 ] 
oy Le / f:1 oy ' 
where 
j. O for two dimensional flow, j • 1 for axisymmetric flow, 
p • denei ty of the total mixture,. 
P • pressure of the total mixture, 
µ•viscosity of the total mixture, 
c1- the mass fraction of species 1, 
n1• coefficient of diffusion of species i through the mixture, 
w 1- mass rate of change of species i per unit volume (reaction 
. " rate)., 
H • iu2 + h · 
h • ~Ci h1 , 
1 
h1-J cpi dT + h~ , 
h!• heat or formation of species 1, 
Pr• Prandtl number •µ c/k, 
k • thermal conductivity of the total mixture, 
C • I:c1 C i p ' p , 
Le• Lewis number• p D1 c/k, 
3 
These equations are nonlinear partial differential equations and 
difficult to solve. Fay and Riddell (1958), using integral transform-
ations suggested by Lees (1956), were able to separate the variables 
and reduce the relations to ordinary differential equations. The 
equations or Fay and Riddell are applicable to diatomic dissociating 
gas boundary layers fo·rmed over arleymmetrio bodies or flat plates. 
If the gas is in thermochemical equilibrium in the boundary layer, 
i.e. w1-ao, only the transformed versions of equations (1-2) and 
(1-4) need be solved. Solution or the former will give the velocity 
·' 
profile, while solution of the latter will give the enthalpy profile. 
Theoriterionof chemical equilibrium will then permit the calculation 
of the temperature, -density, and species profiles. 
If the gas is assumed chemically frozen, i.e. vi• o, Equation 
(1-3) must be used in addition to the two mentioned. Equation (1-1) 
is used in the traneforma.tion·or the other equations. 
In the case of flow over a flat plate, there is no pressure 
gradient along the x-axis since the stream lines· remain parallel to 
the surface, 
In the equations of Fay and Riddell, the transport properties 
of thermal conductivity, viscosity, and diffusion appear in dimension-
less groupings in the fonn of the Prandtl number and the Lewis 
number. Another dimensionless parameter is introduced - the density-
' 




where the subscript refers to conditions at the surface or wall. 
The Prandtl number, Lewis number, and density-viscosity product 
appear in the transformed equations of motion as parts of derivatives. 
4 
Numerical methods are used to integrate the transformed equations. 
Fay and Riddell obtained solutions at the stagnation point. They 
allowed the density-viscosity product to vary throughout the boundary 
layer but assumed the Prandtl number was equal to a constant value 
of 0.71. The Lewis number was used with constant values of either 
1.0, 1.4, or 2.0. 
equation, 
The viscosity was calculated by using Sutherland's 
µ - C + (1/T) ' 
(1-6) 
where Kand Care empirical constants and Tis temperature. 
Fay and Kemp (1963) extended the work of Fay and Riddell to 
an ionizing diatomic gas. The same basic boundary layer equations 
were used, but with .different integral transformation. The treatment 
of the thermodynamic a.nd transport properties also had to be revised. 
The density-viscosity product in the transformed equations of 
motion was replaced by a density-thermal conductivity product, 
p k 
Pw kw ' 
( 1-7) 
In modern boundary layer studies, the prime interest is in the heat 
transfer to the surface of the body. Fay and Kemp felt that with 
this in mind, the density-thermal conductivity product was more 
appropriate than the density-viscosity product. 
'\ The th~rmal conductivity adopted by Fay and Kemp was assumed to 
5 
be the sum of the thermal conductivity of the electrons, as determined 
by Spitzer (1956) for a singly ionized plasma, and the thermal 
conductivity of an atom-mol,cule mixture, as calculated by Yun (1962). 
Fay and Kemp considered the viscosity of the mixture of molecules, 
atoms, ions and electrons to be relatively unimportant insofar as 
calculating the stagnation point heat transfer was concerned. 
Accordingly, they estimated the viscosity in a simple manner. Only 
an atom-molecule mixture was considered, and the viscosity was 
calculated with the relation, 
µ = 0.82 + 1.18~ (1 + ~ - 2a~) µA 
1 + ~ 1 + ~ + 2a~ ' 
( 1-8) 
where ~ is the dissociation fraction, a. is the ionization fraction, 
and µ A is the viscosity of a ·pure atomic gas. The effect of the 
free electrons on viscosity was not considered. 
·' 
The boundary layer equations were integrated allowing 
the density-thermal oonduotivit1 ~roduot and the Prandtl number 
to vary throughout the boundary layer, but the Lewis m.unber was 
set to constant values between 0.3 and 1.0. 
Finson and Kemp (1965) analysed the problem of stagnation 
point heat transfer in ionized monatomic gases. This work was a 
further development of the equations used by Fay and Kemp, and the 
density-thermal conductivity product was a.gain used. The pure ion 
viscosity was estimated from the pure ion thermal conductivity 
using perfect gas relations. 
Finson and Kemp obtained good agreement between their theory 
and measurements at low Mach numbers when compared to the data 
of Rutowski and Bershader (1964). However, the measurements of 
Reilly (1964) at a Mach nl.\lllber of 12 (a stagnation enthalpy or 
2000 cal/gm) were about 40% lower than the theory of Finaon and 
Kemp. 
Back (1967) made a study of laminar boundary 
layer heat transfer from a partially ionized monatomic gas. He 
6 
modified the original equations of Fay and Riddell (1958) by '¥ 
basically changing the dissociation fraction to an ionization 
fraction. The thermodynamic relations were changed from those of 
a dissociating diatomic gas to those of an ionizing monatomic gas. 
Back integrated the boundary layer equations by assuming constant 
values for the Prandtl number of 0.1 to 0.67, and values for the 
Lewis number of 0.25 to 2.0. He set the density-viscosity product 
equal to 1 at all times. 
KnB6s (1968) investigated the equilibrium boundary l ayer 
structure in a 1eV (approximately 600 cal/gm) shock generated plasma 
flow. He did not use the equations of Fay and Riddell, but rather the 
equations for a Rayleigh boundary layer, which were applied to the 
problem of a side wall boundary layer in a shock tube. Knees also 
.' 
bad quite different representations of the speoific heat and 
Prandtl number. Thia was because the use of the Rayleigh equations 
required that the specific heat of the mixture of atoms, ions, and 
electrons be calculated under "equilibrium" conditions, whereas the 
other investigators d.iecuseed above assumed the specific heat was 
the sum of the chemically frozen specific heats of the mixture 
components - i.e. Kn66s had c • ( oh/ oT) for the mixture a.nd p p 
the others had op• ~Ciopi• 
In his analysis, Kn66s demonstrated that the viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, and density-viscosity product could all vary greatly 
throughout the boundary layer. He showe~ that setting the 
-
density-viscosity product equal, to a constant was a very poor 
assumption. 
' I 
A large section of Kn66s' paper was devoted to an examination 
of where the assumption of thermochemical equilibrium would break 
down in an Argon Rayleigh boundary layer. The boundary layer was 
taken to be in local near chemical equilibrium when the available 
recombination rate exceeded the time dependent net recombination rate 
needed for equilibrium. Kn8~s concluded that a large portion of the 
Rayleigh boundary layer would not be in chemical equilibrium. Using 
a similar technique, Kn68s also showed that the same statement would 
be true in the case of temperature equilibrium. 
1.3 Shock Tunnel QE.eration and Contamination 
High enthalpy gas flows are produced in the laboratory by 
allowing the reflected shock region of a shock tube to act as a 
reservoir for a nozzle. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The 
driver gas (usually Hydrogen or Helium) pressure is raised and the 
diaphragm separating the high pressure and low pressure test gas 
section burst. The consequent shock front followed by a driver-





The Free Piston Shock Tunnel developed by Stalker (1967) differs 
from others in the method used to raise the pressure of the driver 
gas. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The piston compresses the 
driver gas until the pressure is raised to the point where the main 
metal diaphragm is burst. The principal ·performance difference is 
• I 
in the flow stagnation enthalpies that are produced. In high enthalpy 
shock tunnels, the driver gas is ignited to produce high pressure 
' 
and stagnation flow enthalpies of approximately 3000 cal/gm. The 
Free Piston Shock Tunnel operates normally with flow stagnation 
enthalpies at, or in excess of, 7000 cal/gm.. · 
A major problem arises in shock tunnels when the reflected 
shock front interacts with the shock tube boundary layer. Kaegi 
and Muntz (1964) investi~ted the test flow duration of a hypersonic 
reflected shock tunnel, using a combustion driver. Their results 
indicated that d.r~ver-test gas mixing significantly reduced test 
times at high enthalpy conditions. Davies (1965) and more recently 
Davies and Wilson (1969) have theoretically investigated this problem 
using the bifurcation model of Mark (1957). They suggest that the 
reflected shook boundary layer interaction will permit early 
contaminatioD of the test gas by the driver gas. 
Bull and Edwards (1968) experimentally studied the reflected 
shock interaction process in a shock tube and found that the driver 
gas appeared much earlier than predicted on the basis of a simple 
shock tube theory. Their measurements were in close agreement with 
the predictions of Davies (1965). 
8 
Slade (1970) experimentally studied this problem using a 
quadrapole mass spectrometer and confirmed that low level contamination 
may occur quite early in the test run. 
1.4 Points for Investigation 
In the very high enthalpy flow of this investigation, the 
.. '
( 
transport properties of viscosity and thermal conductivity will 
vary greatly across the boundary layer. In order to determine the 
importance of the~e ·variations in relation to the overall boundary 
layer solution, it was decided to integrate the equations of motion, 
taking into account not only the differing value~ of viscosity, 
thermal conductivity, Prandtl number, Lewis number, and specific 
heat at each level in the boundary layer, but also the gradients or 
derivatives of these quantities throughout the region. 
Since there is the possibility of the presence of Helium in 
the boundary layer, it was decided that the equations of motion 
must be integrated in such a way as to allow the estimation of the 
effects of contamination. 
The solution of the boundary layer problem is completely 
' dependent upon the free stream conditions that are assumed to 
exist above it. The Free Piston Shock Tunnel is a relatively new 
device and therefore its characteristics are not as completely 
understood as with the older forms of shock tunnels. Consequently, 
9 
it was deemed necessary to carefully investigate the nozzle flow . 
Special attention was given to any changes in the flow characteristics 
that might occur due to the Helium contamination. 
The transport properties are changed primarily by the presence 
of free electrons. It seemed logical to carry out the work using 
a monatomic gas that would go directly to the ionized state. The 
thermodynamic relations for a monatomic gas are also more 
straightforward and convenient to use than a dissociating gas, since 
only the translational and ionized modes of energy need be considered. 
1 • 5 Procedure 
In Chapter 2, the theoretical solutions are developed for a 
very high stagnation enthalpy boundary layer, first in a condition 
of thermochemical equilibrium and then in a chemically frozen state • 
. ' 
Full consideration is given to the variation of the transport 
properties. The boundary layer equations will be integrated in 
a fully coupled manner, using a "multiple shooting" technique. 
The results of these solutions will be used in a discussion of 
the physical processes that could occur· in a boundary layer • 
• 
In Chapter 3, the problem of Helium contamination is 
investigated. Firstly, the pure Argon nozzle flow is calculated, 
and secondly the calculations are repeated with various amounts 
of Helium assumed to be present. Boundary layer solutions for 
both the equilibrium and frozen cases are shown with Helium 
I 
I 
contamination. A relatively straightforward theory will be 
developed to !acilitate clearer und0rstanding or the physical 
processes that will be altered, and to what extent, when Helium 
ie present in the flow. 
The experimental results are described and discussed in 
Chapter 4. Laboratory investigations include time resolved pitot 
pressure of the on axis nozzle flow, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
study of the flow over an inclined flat plate, and surface heat 
transfer measurements at several stations on the plate. It 
will be shown that neither the equilibrium nor frozen boundary 
layer solutions can adequately predict the surface heat transfer 
rate in a very high enthalpy flow. A crude theoretical model 
will be developed that will give satisfactory predictions. 
Chapter 5 is a mimrnary and discussion of the overall project. 
The methods and mixtures rules used to calculate the transport 
properties of viscosity and thermal conductivity for the ionized 
Argon with and without Helium contamination are given in Appendix 
A. The experimental techniques and data reduction methods are 








The equations or motion for a reacting gas boundary layer will 
be examined in this chapter. They will be transformed from 
partial differential equations to ordinary differential equations, 
I 
using the concept of "similaritr"• 
The -reaction rates in the boundary layer are not known to any 
great degree of accuracy npr reliability. A non-equilibrium solution 
of the boundary equations is difficult, and it seems wise to examine 
two special cases. 
' If the reaction rates are zero, the gas _may be taken to be 
11 
"chemically frozen". The variation of species throughout the boundary 
layer will be controlled entirely by diffusion processes. 
If the reaction rates are infinite, the gas may be assumed to 
be in "thermochemical equilibrium". In this case, the species 
concentrations in .the boundary layer will be according to the 
predictions of equilibrum chemistry, e.g. the Saha equation for an 
ionizing monatomic gas boundary layer. 
The boundary layer equations for an equilibrum and for a 
frozen monatomic gas will be written in this chapter in such a way 
as to take into full account the variation of the transport 
properties througnout the boundary layer. Numerical integrations 
will be carried out for several conditions. 
2.2 Equations of Motion 
The boundary layer equations of motion for flat plate and 
axisymmetrical bodies are well known1• However, before preceding 
1 See for example Dorrance (1962) Chapter 2. 
.' 
I 
and pres~nting the boundary layer equations, it is important 
to briefly, discuss the problem of possible ' thermal diffusion 
in the boundary layer. Thia transport process will depend on 
the temperature gradients that are present. Aa will be shown 
later, the viscous forces do not cause a large temperature 
gradient until low in the boundary layer where, it should be 
noted, the stagnation enthalpy will be smaller by a factor of 
three or four than the free stream value. 
In their work, Fay and Riddell (1958) indicated that in 
the case of the equilibrium boundary layer thermal diffusion 
was unimportant at stagna{ion temperatures at, or less than, 
10,000°K, but not necessarily in the case of the frozen 
boundary layer. This value of stagnation temperature is 
roughly the same order as might be expected at the point in 
the boundary layer where the temperature gradient would be 
significant. As will be discussed later, at this point the 
boundary layer will be most apt to be approximated by a state 
of equilibrium. If it ia assumed that the thermal diffusion 
of Argon will be the same order as that of air, it seems 
acceptable to ignore this quantity in these calculations. 
12 
This is specially true considering the small part thermal 
diffusion would appear to play and the poor accuracy with which 
one can determine the the:rma} diffusion coefficient. 
Neglecting the effects of thermal diffusion, the 
equations for the case of zero pressure gradient, i.e. 
flat plate flow, may be written as, 
mass conservation: 
(J d 









dH c)H 'a 
p u- +pv- • -
dx dy . dy 
where , I 
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• Prandtl Number, 












Solutions can readily be found for the flat plate problem only 
at extreme values of the_ reaction rate, i.e. w1 • 0 for a "frozen" 
boundary layer and 
layer. 
for an "equilibrium" boundary 
Fay and Riddell (1958) studied the problem of stagnation point 
beat transfer in dissociated air. Back (1967) applied this 
theory in a survey study of beat transfer in ionized monatomic 
1 . 
gases. Back assumed the Blasius solution for his velocity 
profile and held ~he transport properties constant at the free 
stream values. The results of Kn66s (196'8) showed that the 
transport properties could in fact vary considerably throughout 
14 
an ionizing bound~ry layer and therefore the assumption by Back of 
constant transport proper\ies in the boundary layer was unacceptable 
in this study. 
2~3 Transformed Eq_uationa of Motion 
Flows of different fluids, with identical initial flow 
conditions about geometrically similar bodies, are considered 
2 
mathematically "similar" when the streamlines are also similar. 
This means that a functional relationship must exist between the 
x and y axis in a two dimensional flow. Using this relation, it 
is possible to reduce the equations of motion from two dimensions 
to one dimension. 
To invoke the concept of "similarity", it is necessary to find 
a suitable method of integral transformation to move the problem 
from the x, y plane to a new plane where the partial differential 
equations will reduoe to ordinary differential equations, the 
transformations used were the standard. relations by Lees(1956), 
1 That is, the velocity profile of a non-ionized ideal gas. 
2 See Schlioting (1968) Chapter 1. 
T} = 
and 




These equations assume a constant relationship between the 
x and y co-ordinates (i.e. the concept of similarity) over the 
whole plate. If this is not the case, equations (2-6) and (2-7) 
may be applied over smaller, localized regions and these solutions 
' can then be "patched" together. This method is the concept of 
"local similarity". 
15 
In modern high enthalpy boundary layer problems, the major 
interest is in heat transfer. With this in mind, Fay and Kemp (1963) 
suggested that the use of a density-thermal conductivity product 
is more appropriately used in the transformed equations of motion 
than the density-viscosity product. 
For the purposes of this study, the use of viscosity in 
Equation (2-7) offered some conceptual disadvantage. In dealing 
with ionized monatomic gases, the effects of ionization upon 
viscosity are less obvious than the effects upon thermal conductivity 
1 
and specific heat. Thus, where ·possible, it seemed desirable to 
use the latter quantities in the boundary layer equations. 
1
see Appendix A. 
.' 
Parametric studies can be ma.de of boundary layers assuming 
different values of Prandtl Number, e.g. Back's work. In these 
oases, if the viscosity has been replaced with the other parameters 
mentioned, the problem is simplified significantly. 
Consequently, equation (2-7) has been modified by use of 
the definition of the Prandtl 'Number to the form 
X 
Jo k Pr '=- 'Y w 'Wu d.x o e . P:W • (2-7a) 
2.4 Equilibrium Boundary Layer Equations 
Application of equations (2-6) and (2-7a) to the Equations 
of Motion, equations (2-1) to (2-5), gave rise to the following 




































m u/u ' f =- J d.f/di, 
e o 
g = (u2/2 + h)/H , 
8 
y = pk/p k ' d 







f(O) = f 1 (0) = o, 
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The rate of change of ionization with the ~pacific enthalpy at 
• 4 
oonatant pressure is directly determined using the equation 
.' 
for specific enthalpy and Saba's equation (see Chapter 3, equation 
(3-4) and (3-6)), 
Pure Argons 
J 
( dCl1 { 5 dT 5' r 1 - D -R(l-+<X.)-+-RT+I , d.h 2 A a.a 2 A (2-10a) 
Helium-Argon Mixtures& 
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1- a. \1 - a 
• (2-11) 
The number 3.8208 was obtained from the evaluation of the 
constant terms in Saba's equation, in c.g.s. units. It should also 
be emphasised that the pressure is assumed to remain constant 
throughout the boundary layer. 
2.5 Frozen Boundary _Lay_er Equations 
If there are no chemical reactions .in the boundary layer, the 
' 
gas is considered chemically "frozen". The value of ionization 
at any point in the boundary layer will be determined solely by 
diffusion. 
The momentum equation, equation (2-8) is still valid. The 
role played by the Saha equation in the equilibrium case is now 
filled by an equation of species concentration. The energy equation 
is also rewritten in a different form. 
.' 
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oonservation of species& 
0 d [ Y 
~] d.S. Le -1>..!! - - + f --1:. a Q (2-12) 
' Pr dT} o dT} dT} w p 
energy& 
d 2 0 
[ 0 
Pr 0 d.S. ]~ + --E. ~t + -12.!. Le a l. -
dr? 0 1 0 e d Tl d T) 
. pw p 
2 c2~J (2-13) u Pr + e - 0 
' T 0 
e p 
where 
Si ra a/a 
' 
S. ( 0) = 0 or S. 
' 
e l. l.W 
8(0) -e 
' 8 a T/T lf' 
' 
Q s. <~) = ew(t.=>) = 1 • l. 
2.6 Boundary Layer Equations with Variable Transport Parameters 
If a solution is desired which will include the effects of 
the transport property changes through the boundary layer, the 
quantities within the brackets in the above equations must be 
differentiated. 
In the case of the equilibrium boundary layer, in this 
investigation, the following new parameters are defined, using the 
frozen specific heat, / 
c1 • Y Pr op , 
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In the solution of a frozen boundary layer with variable 
transport parameters, it is found that the momentum equation, in 
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the form of equation (2-8), remains valid. One additional transport 
parameter is defined, 
04 = Y / op (2-14a) 
I 
I 











and KT• (Pru 2) / (T o) e e p • 
2. 7 Integration of the Boundary Layer ··Egua tions 
Back (196V) assumed equation (2-8) to be of the form 
f''' +ff'' = o, 
and obtained solutions for the momentum equation by curve fitting the 
originalBlasiussolution with the proper scaling. Back then solved 
his equivalent equation to'equation (2-9) via a Runge-Kutta integration. 
I 
This procedure is valid only if all the transport properties are 
assumed constant in value - otherwise equations (2-8) and (2-9) are 
coupled. (It should be noted that in their paper, Fay and Riddell 
did integrate the equations in a coupled manner.) 
In this work, the equations are coupled and integrated using the 
multiple shooting technique of Osborne (1969). This procedure is a 
modification of the standard initial value problem. In the latter, 
one assumes the boundary conditions at the surface, making a guess 
of the unknown values, and then integrates the problem to an upper 
limit of"> ~o. The final asymotic values oaloulated ( usually 
a~ value of 3 to 5 gives a . sufficiently good approximation to 
"l ~oo) are compared with_ the upper boundary value a that are known. 
The initial numbers used may be modified and the problem redone. 
The method is repeated until the final prediotions and the upper 
boundary values are matched to the desired aoouracy • 
. ' 
Two major problems with this type of solution are, 
(1) that there is sometimes instability in the differential 
equations (i.e. two possible solutions are close to one 
another) and 
(2) one must usually start with "good" guesses. 
Osborne overcame these problems by dividing the boundary layer 
into a number of intermediate levels and then carrying out an 
initial value type solution from the ith to the (ith + 1) 
interface. He also developed a sophisticated method to ensure 
quick convergence of the problem. The starting "guesses" at eaoh 
level need only be the free stream values. 
A slightly modified Newton method was used in the overall 
calculation. Using the free stream values, the equations and 
' their respective derivatives would be evaluated at each interface. 
Correction factors based on these derivatives would then be 
algebraically added to the first solution estimates, and the sum 
of the squares of the difference between the new values and the 
old was calculated. The procedure would be repeated and a new sum 
of squares calculated. Subsequent values of these sums would be 
compared with the preceding values, and if the quantity had not 
been reduced, the solution would be recalculated using only half 
of the Newton correction. This procedure of bisection could be 
repeated many times. Final solutions were obtained when the sum 
of the squares fell below a certain tolerance, or one of several 
other criteria were met. 
Calculations were done on an IBM 360-50 computer, and the basic 
integration subroutine was the IBM supplied Runge-Kutta procedure, 
RKGS, which has a built in step size detennination procedure. 
Appropriate substitutions were made to convert the problem to 
a system of first order, non-linear equations. Consequently, the 
-
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equilibrium cases required solution of a set of five equations, and 
the frozen solutions were obtained by integrating a set of seven 
equations. As many ·as 100 intermediate levels were used, but 
generally the division of the boundary layer into 50 layers proved 
more than adequate for the multiple shooting. 
It was necessary to obtafn an accurate estimate of the 
1 derivatives of the transport parameters. In this study, all 
these values were calculated numerically from data of each 
individual solution. 
Initially, the problem was solved with the transport parameters 
held constant at the free stream values. Based on this solution, 
the transport parameters were recalculated throughout the boundary 
layer, and the new table of values stored in the computer. The 
" program then looped, and the second time around the required 
22 
derivatives were estimated using the first differences from the tabulated 
data. The looping could be repeated as many times as desired. 
The major changes occurred in the solution at the second loop. 
The convergence time of subsequent loops increased as smaller and 
smaller corrections were applied. The solution was normally terminated 
after the second looping was completed. 
2.8 Displacement Thickness 
The effective physical thickness which the boundary layer 
exhibits in changing or displacing the flow of the free stream gas, 
is called the "displacement thickness" and is defined by 
O* =J~ -:euue )dy • (2-16) 
In terms of the.franaformation (2~)/CO(~ -f~"dr) 
peue P / 
parameters this equation becomes 
6* = • (2-17) 
--------
1 T pans port "parameters" will be taken as the newly defined quantities 
,of equation (2'-14) and (2-14a}. Transport nproperties" will refer to 
viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion. 
.' 
Using the results of the boundary layer integrations, equation 
I 
(2-17) was in turn integrated using a i Simpson Ru.le. The value 
of o* in terms of y ·was obtained using a quadrature formula derived 
from equation (2-6). 
2.9 Heat Transfer 
The heat transfer to the surface of the flat plate, or in the 
boundary layer proper, is taken to be due to conduction and to 
diffusion of ion-electron pairs, 
' 
(2-18) 
where the negative sign is shown to indicate heat transfer to the 
surface. 
now 
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Using in turn equations (2-19a) and (2-19b), two relations for 
I 
the heat transfer in transformed variables ma, be obtained, 
k pu T [ . Le sr] (2-20a) -q e e 0, + a h. 
- i I e 1 (2C:) ... C T p e 
and 








Equation (2-20a) was used in frozen boundary layer calculations 
and equation (2-20b) was employed in the equilibrum boundary layer 
solutions for both constant and variable transport parameters. 
The equations estimating the basic transport properties of 
thermal conductivity and viscosity for pure ionized Argon and 
mixtures of ionized Argon and neutral Helium, have been developed in 
Appendix A. Those equations were employed in the above calculations. 
'l'he diffusion term was calculated according to an equation 
given by Camac, et al (1963) for the Lewis Number, 
(2-21) 
• 
' This formula was based on use of ambipolar1 diffusion in the 
Argon. As Back (1967) has shown, the Lewis Number is fairly constant 
about a figure of 0.25 under this condition. 
It should be noted that Fay and Kemp(1963) indicated that 
whenever the thickness of the diffusing layer i _s large compared 
to the debye distance, ambipolar diffusion will always occur in a 
plasma. Sinoe, as it will be shown, the electron numbers will 
usually be high (even if the ionization fraction is small) when 
there is a large density gradient, it follows that the debye 
distance will be small in comparison to the boundary layer 
thickness. Consequently, ambipolar diffusion is a good assumption. 
In the still lower levels of the boundary layer the density 
gradient will continue to be large, but the electron numbers 
quickly fall to such a level that the gas can be considered not 
24 
to be a plasma and the Lewis number will simply be set equal to one. 
1That is, diffusion of electron-ion pairs • 
·' 
2.11 Free Stream Conditions 25 
The free stream conditions used in the boundary layer calculations 
are those that exist after the oblique shock which is formed at 
the leading edge of the inclined flat plate. Consequently, a range 
of conditions was obtained by adjusting the tilt of the plate. As 
the inclination angle is increased (rear of the plate raised), the 
. 
boundary layer free stream Ma.ch number and flow velocity will decrease 
while the pressure and density will increase. The range of conditions 
0 
could be further expanded by using both the 7.5 half angle nozzle 
with an exit area ratio of 147 and the 15° half angle unit with an 
exit area ratio of 12041 ; 
In general, it was desired to maintain a high free stream 
velocity and Mach number while using different free stream 
pressures. These basic pa~ameters would ensure a very high 
stagnation enthalpy hypersonic flow with different values of free 
stream density, temperature, ionization, and transport properties. 
There are many complicating factors which had to be taken into 
account when ma.king the final choices of plate inclination-nozzle 
conditions. These, and the calculations that were carried out, are 
discussed in detail in Chapter). For the purposes of this immediate 
discussion, let it simply be · stated that two conditions will be shown; 
a 9.5° plate inclination with the small exit nozzle, and a 19.5° 
plate inclination with the large exit nozzle. Table 2.1 is an 
abridged version of Tables 3.8a and 3.8b, and illustrates typical 
free stream conditions at a distance of 2 cm. up the plate from the 
leading edge. Table 2.1 also shows the calculated free stream 
conditions in the small exit nozzle at a distance of 12.88 cm. from 
the throat. This later calculation is useful for illustrative 
purposes, to avoid the complications brought about by the oblique 
shock. 
1The former will be referred to as the "small exit" nozzle, the 
latter as the ''large e:x:i t" nozzle·. 
.-
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7,635 9.5 10.9 1.44 E+5 7.46 E-6 9,274 
7,522 20.1 1.04 E+5 5.77 E-6 7,984 
7,268 16.8 9.00 E+4 ~ 7.93 E-6 3,853 
7,635 19.5 28.2 4.68 E+4 1.65 E-6 13,637 
7,635 
- -
1.14 E+5 6.35 E-6 8,518 
TABLE 2 . 1 
Typical free stream boundary layer conditions for a distance up the plate 

















2.12 Equilibrium ~o~dary 'Lay_er Calculations 
Locally similar solutions were calculated for distances up 
the plate from the leading edge of 1, 2, and 3 cm. These were 
"pieced" together to· form the total theoretical curves shown. Flow 
I 
divergence was taken into account in the manner described in the 
next Chapter. Experimental points will be discussed in Chapter 4 • . 
• However, before looking at the flat plate results, let us 
establish some basic concepts and determine what changes result in 
solutions when the transport properties are allowed to vary through-
out the boundary layer. 
If the transport parameters, as defined above, are held 
constant, the parameter K1 as given by equation; (2-15) also 
becomes a constant. It has been found useful to consider K1 a 
direct function of the velocity profile, or simply a "profile 
~ I 
factor". Thia concept is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The 
thickness of the boundary layer is inversely proportioned to 
K1 is the inverse of the classic density-viscosity product 
. -1 
looked at in a different light (i.e. (p µ/p µ ) ). Over 
. y ~ 
the years, this parameter has been set equal to one so often 
that its physical significance has been overlooked. It has 
been called the profile factor in this study to emphasise its 
significance. 
The profile factor is a valuable concept when dealing with 
variable transport parameters throughout the boundary layer. 
One can then consider the effects that the transport parameters 
have on the velocity profile at various points in the boundary 
layer. Thie is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where the results are 
plotted for the small exit nozzle wall boundary layer 12.88 
cm. downstream. 
At the surface K1, by definition, equals uni~y. Coming 
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off the plate, the- profile factor increases but remains below the 
free stream value for a period. Eventually, the free flow value 
of K1 is not only reached, but greatly surpassed •. After peaking 
in value, K1 quickly · falle back to its final free stream figure. 
The effect of this behavior ie to make the boundary layer "think" 
it is very thick at the base. 
A detailed explanation of the change in velocity profile 
is given in equation (2-8a). The temperature increases 
as it ascends from the surface, with a consequent increase in 
the thermal conductivity. However, simultaneously the density 
drops off at a quicker rate, as is shown in Figure 2.3. The 
result is that the parameter Y decreases in value. This means 
that the derivative of c1 is negative and in fact is larger in 
' absolute value than c1 its~lf. When c1/c1, a negative number 
greater in absolute value than one, is fed into equation (2-Ba), 
this has a "braking" action on the integration with the observed 
effect on the velocity profile. 
The inclusion of the variable transport parameters also has 
a marked effect on the enthalpy in the boundary layer. The new 
shape of the velocity profile produces a hot region well above 
the surface, but decreases the temperature gradient near and on 
the surface. These results are illustrated in Figures 2.4 and 
2.5, the temperature and ionization profiles of the same boundary 
layer calculation of Figure 2.2. 
The lowering of the wall temperature gradient will in turn 
produce a lower surface heat transfer rate. It should be realized 
that the above developments are greater the higher the flow 
enthalpy, since the density drop off will be determined by the 
temperature gradient. 
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show two itema· that are of general 
interest in boundary layer studies. Figure 2.6 is the shear 
stress, defined by /i(d.u/d~ ), and it can be seen that there is 
28 
a non-zero value at the surface. Although the velocity profile of 
the boundary layer with variable transport parameters appears as 
1 if it were suffering an adverse pressure gradient, there should 
not be any separation at the surface. Figure 2.7 shows stagnation 
enthalpy as a function of velocity. As can be seen, the constant 
parameter calculation can be approximated with a linear relationship. 
29 
This procedure will not be as good in the case of the variable calculation. 
With regard to the inclined flat plate in the test section, 
calculations and measurements will be shown for a 19.5° positive 
inclination with the large exit nozzle, and a 9.5° positive inclin-
ation with the small exit unit. These results will amply display 
the physics of the situation. 
Figure 2.8 depicts the equilibrium velocity profiles. 
Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 show the calculated temperature, 
' 0 ionization, and density profiles for the 19.5 plate inclination, 
large exit case with variable transport para.meters. Results for 
the distances up the plate from the leading edge of one and three 
om. have been drawn to show the effects of flow divergence upon 
the internal structure of the boundary layer in an equilibrium 
condition. 
The small exit 9.5° plate inclination results are alike, 
as might be expected from the similarity shown in the velocity 
profiles. 
The flow diverge~ce tends to lower the temperature and density 
throughout the boundary layer. In the case of ionization, the 
free stream value is lowered. At a distance of three cm., the 
curve is displaced upward. This last point can be seen by 
referral to Figure 2 •. 12, which shows the conversion from the~ 
axis to they axis. 
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 demonstrate the roles played by the 
transport properties in the equilibrium boundary layer. Figure 
1The velocity profile with variable transport parameters also appears 
similar to that of a ;boundary layer with mass t~ansfer(blowing). 
2.13 indicates the profiles of the thermal conductivity and 
viscosity. The thermal conductivity suffers a short term lowering 
of its value at about ~-0.5. This is ·attributed, aa discussed in 
Appendix A, to the fact that the ion-atom and ion-ion collision 
cross-sections are greater than the atom-atom. At the onset 
of ionization, the electron numbers are still very small; 
However, this number quickly builds up, and the electrons soon 
dominate with their much larger thermal conductivity. The 
viscosity falls as the electron numbers build up. Thia is again 
a function of the ion~atom and ion-ion cross-sections1 • The 
thermal conductivity peaks and the viscosity hits its minimum 
value at the point of maximum ionization. 
Figure 2.14 discloses the profiles of the Prandtl Number 
' 
and the newly defined ~arameter c1 , as given in equation (2-14). 
' The shape of the two is similar except in the very important 
lower regions where the Prandtl Number goes to a constant limit, 
but c1 varies right into the plate surface. This behavior of 
c1 is what plays such a major role in the variable transport 
parameter calculations. 
Figure 2.15 shows the calculated surface heat transfer 
rates. The measurements will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
It is to be noted that a .calculation which considers fully the 
variatio~ of the transport properties gives a far lower heat 
transfer rate. This is due to the smaller temperature gradient 
at the surface that is predicted with the variable transport 
parameter calculation. 
2.13 Frozen Bounda.ry)1lyer Calculations 
In the case of equilibrium, the boundary conditions of 
velocity and total enthalpy (along with pressure) were specified, 
but the temperature, ionization, and density take on different 
values, depending Q,!!., the prediction of the Saha equation. 
1 ::::> 




With a frozen boundary l ayer, the boundary conditions of 
velocity, temperature, and ionization, together with the pressure, 
are specified. The range of values which the thermodynamic and 
transport properties can take is much more limited, since the 
quantities are controlled by diffusion processes. Consequently, 
little difference was found between constant and variable trans-
• 
port parameter frozen solutions. For example, the ionization 
does not obtain a value greater than the free stream figure. 
This is in contrast to the equilibrium calculation where the 
ionization reaches a peak value much bigger than the free stream 
ionization. 
From a computer standpoint, the frozen solutions usually 
converged at a slow rate. After a series of survey calculations 
were made, it was decided that on a basis of computer economics 
the variable transport parameter frozen solutions could not be 
justified. 
The free stream conditions used in a frozen boundary layer 
calculation pose a problem - if the free stream chemistry is 
frozen, the only ionization that would be in the flow is that 
which was present before the oblique shock. This would be zero 
in the case of the large exit nozzle, and about 1% in the case 
of the small exit. In order to allow a better comparison between 
the equilibrium and frozen boundary layer calculations, it was 
assumed that the free stream flow went to a state of thermochemical 
equilibrium after the oblique shock, and that only the boundary 
layer chemistry was frozen. · 
The results shown below will be for the same conditions, namely 
the small exit nozzle, 9.5° plate inclination, with a fully 
catalytic surface, with a fully non-catalytic surface, and at a 
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distance up the plate of 1 cm. from the leading edge. 
Figure 2.16 displays the velocity profiles • . The surface 
recombination rate does have an effect upon the velocity in the 
boundary layer. If there is no recombination at the surface, the 
change of velocity in the boundary layer is more gradual and 
commences at a higher level than with the catalytic surface. 
Figures 2.17, 2.18, and 2.19 exhibit the calculated 
temperature, density, and ionization profiles. The free stream 
values for these calculations are slightly different than the 
typical values shown in Table 2.1. For the work described below, 
o 6 -6 I these values are ~= 9703 K, Pee>= 9 • 9 X 10 gm oo, and e.tco =- 0.034. 
The calculated differences between a catalytic and non-catalytic 
1 
surface boundary layer will, of course, be dependent on the amount 
' of ionization that is present. It can be seen that free stream 
ionization levels as low as 3% will produce some change in the 
boundary layer structure. The ionization profile, with regard to 
the 100J' catalytic surface, is determined by diffusion processes. 
Figure 2 .20 is to allow conversion from the rJ to the y 
axis, and Figure 2.21 is the calculated surface heat transfer 
rates for the catalytic and non-catalytic wall. The fully 
catalytic wall calculation, gives for all practical purposes the 
same surface heat transfer rates as with the constant transport 
property equilibrium boundary layer solution. This means that 
the heat energy transferred to the surface by conduction and 
diffusion processes will add up to give the same result in both 
cases. The non-catalytic surface has a lower heat transfer 
rate - if the parameter S, defined as a/a , is always equal to 
e 
1, then S' must al ways be equal to zero. Therefore, the heat 
transfer component brought down to the surface by diffusion of 
1i.e. either complete ion-electron recombination or no 
recombination at the surface, respeot.ively. 
electron-ion pairs is missing (reference to equation (2-20a) will 
verify). Dorrance (1962) 1 explains this physically by a "pile up" 
of a diffusion-inhibiting blanket of unrecombined particles which 
reduces the heat transfer. The larger the free stream ionization, 
the l arger will be the differ ence between the catalytic and non-
catalytic surface heat transfer rates. 
The above arguments also hold if there is some, but not 
complete, recombination on the surface. In this case, the 
I 
derivative S is not zero but is nevertheless diminished in value. 
2.14 Summary of Chapter 2 
In this Chapter, boundary layer equations have been developed 
in which the transport property of viscosity does not appear 
directly. New transport parameters have been defined and these 
~ 
have been fully differentiated to form boundary layer equations 
that take into complete account the variation of the transport 
properties throughout the boundary layer. 
These relations have been integrated in a fully coupled manner. 
The importance of using variable transport para.meters, in the case 
of the equilibrium condition, has been demonstrated. Their use 
results in lower predicted surface heat transfer rates for pure 
Argon flows. ' 
At the same time, the work has shown that the added computing 
time for a full variational transport parameter frozen calculation 
is not warranted, and the setting of the transport properties to 
their constant free stream values is sufficient. In the case of a 
frozen boundary layer, the surface heat transfer rate is lowered if 
there is either no recombination or slow recombination on the 
surface of the plate. 





FREE STREAM C01IDI'l1I ONS Ju.ID 
EFFECTS OF HELIUM CONTAMIK.:'-i.TICI"'" 
The gas condi t · o:ns in the t es,:; sec-cion are determine by ·che 
ref ected shock heated gas ac ·Lg rs a reservoir for the nozz~~ 
flow. It is important to have a k 1o·~ledge of the processes that 
produce the hi0,1 enthalpy gas and that occur during the subsequent 
nozzle e>:JJansion. It is a so important to have an unders~-r.o..ing 
of the conditions that" will alter these processes, and ~o \J1a~ 
extent lo characteristic~ will be altered. 
In this Chapter, theoretical investigations are made or"' -c e 
reflected shock region, of the nozzle flo 'I and of the cho.n_srez 
produced in the gas by passa e across the oblique shoe, f::·orrt 
produced by the inclined flat plate in the test section. Az 
discussed in Chapter 1, previous work suggests that there ~ay be 
a low level of Helium driver gas contamination early in the flow. 
Consequently, the above investigations ta.ke into account the 
possi le changes produced by the presence of v~rying amounts of 
Helium ·n the test gas. In the case of contamination, possiu~ 
changes in the boundary layer struc ure, or surface heat trana~er, 
are also examined. 
3.2.1 Development of_ the Reflected Shoe~ Region 
The conditio 1s across the initial shock front, generatcc 
at the time of the metal diaphragm rupture, w_· 11 be governed ·oy 
the normal shock junp conservation relatioris, in shock co-ordinates 
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mass: ' . (3-1) 






where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the regions before and after 
the shock passage, respectively. 
Additionally, there are the thermodynamic equations of 
specific enthalpy, state, and, if equilibrium is assumed, the 
Saha equation, i.e. 






= (1 +a) RT 
' 
(3-5) 
2 (2 k) k T3/2 z (- ~) a m e 1 . = 2 - exp • ( 1 - a) h2 p z 0 (3 ... 6) 
Equations (3-1) through (3-6) have been solved in an itera~ ·v 
manner for the six unknowns of p 2 , u 2 , h2 , P 2 , a , and T. The 
results obtained, based on an iri.tial shock tube pressure o~ 
6.77 X 105 dyne/cm2 (2" hg) Argon and a measured shock velocity 
of 5.5 2 X 105 cm/sec., are shown in Table 3.1. 
T~e normal shock will reflect at the nozzle end of the shock 
tube. In laboratory co-or ·nat s, the reflected shock fron t ~il. 
move back up the tu be with a velocity WR, and the gas behind ·c e 
front is brought to rest in the laboratory system. 
In the shock system, the gas velocity after the reflect~ 
shock is given by, 
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u2 - 4.74 E+5 cm/sec 2 P - 2.84 E+7 dyne/cm 2 · 
P 2 - 7. 74 E-4 gm/cc 
~2 - 3,600 cal/gr;i 
T2 - 15,280 degree-K 
a 2 - 0.156 . 
TABLE 3.1 
CALCULATED FIRST NOR~IAL SHOCK C0l{DI11'10NS 
u3 - 1.19 E+5 cm/sec 
p3 2. 46 E+8 dyne/cm 2 -
p 3 - 3.86 E-3 gm/cc 
h3 - 7 ~635 cal/ gm 
T3 - 21,535 degree-K 
a 3 - 0.424 
a3 - 2.82 E+5 cm/ sec 
TABLE 3.2 
CALCULATED REFLECTED SHOCK C01{DITI0NS 
a* - 2.65 E+5 cm/sec 
T* - 19,940 degree-K 
p* - 2.40 E-3 gm/cc 
P* - 1. 37 E+8 dyne/cm2 
h* - 6,800 cal/gm 
a* - 0.375 
TABLE 3.3 
CALCULATED CONTITTIJNS IN THE THROAT OF THE NOZZLE 
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vmere 
velocity in laboratory frame o 
rtJ .. erence. 
pocket of very high enthalpy iras :..s formed and then in turn 
t i ... "01 s a reservoir o .. the ~ozzle. Equations ( 3-1 ) 










witn equations (3-5) and (3-6) remaining the same. Iteration 
over this set of equations, usine; the results shovm in Table 3.1, 
gave rise to the values shdvm ·n Table 3.2. 
The values of Table 3.2 ay be modified further, dependi6.,:~ 
on how far the shock tube operation is from the tttailoreda mod. 
That is, the pressures on either side of the Argon-Helium contact 
surface are such that this interface remains stationary. The 
Australian National University Free Piston Shock Tunnel, "T2", design 
is such that when an initial shock tube pressure of 211 hg of Areon 
is used, the measured reflected shock region pressure is with 
5% of that shown in Table 3.2, and ~herefore the shock tuoe 
operation was considered, for all rac"Cical purposes, tai cr--ci... 
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Without speci yine ,,hat mechanisms may occur, a parametric 
investigation was carr~ed o~v of vhe Gf cots of enthalpy loss 
and/or reezin in the reflecved s~ock eated region~ The 
re.;, t.., of these calculations uere carried ~hroue,h to the test 
sect· on in the 0:..111 o .. a ee si 1,i vi ty study and will oe d.:.ocussed 
in co~c de ail belory. 
e pri -e assm.ri:ptions made ,; ere that regard t....,s o -c.~'"' :vss 
t e pre sure of the reflected uhock region remained cons~&nt 
and the gas always r turned ~o a s~ate of thermodynamic equi~-
i "rium. That is, any loss of enthalpy was followe by .1.0 ,e:ri u 
of the empera ture, loss of ionization, and a density c a .. 1.ge, ·1i ~n 
the new values satisfying the Saha Equation. 
The speed of sound in a gas is given by 
• (3-8) 
For an ideal gas equation (3-8) becomes 
a
2
- y(P/p) • (3-9) 
By comparison of equation (3-8) and (3-9), one may uefine an 









Stalker ( 1961), using Li nthill' s ( 1957) concept o; :! "idea-'-
di ssocia tinff ga ", der·ved an expression for the effecti ·- ~~rr4ila of 
a dissociatine gas. A similar solution can be obtained i t:~ 
Cave-~ an ionizing ~s. 
1
e.g. t re may be loss via radiation or loss via eat con uctio 
to the walls of the shock tube. 
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Using equations <3-.4) through (3-6) with the standard 
thermodynamic result obtained by a combination of the First 
and Second Law of Thermodynamics, 
T d.S CZ dh - ~/p (3-11) 
it can be shown that the differential change of entropy of a 
monatomio gas, dS, is given by 
5 da il 
dS = - R ilil + I - - ( 1 + g ) I -
2 T T2 
da da (3-12) 
+2R- +2R---- • 
a (1-u) 
Under isentropic conditions dS • 0 and therefore equation 
(3-12) may be solved for the rate of change of ionization with 
temperature . The result is 
da (1 +a) I 
-==------------------
dT 5/2 R T2 +IT+ 2 R T2 [a.·(1-a)] ~l 
• (3-13) 
Equation (3-10) may also be rewritten for isentropic condit i ons 









The quantity a:P/P can be obtained from the equation of stat e, 
equation (3-5), and a value for p /d p can be calcula t ed from 




3/2 T + (I/R) T2 - (2-a) [a(l-a)J-1 du 
dT 
and the speed of sound is then evaluated from the relation 
I 
2 p 
a ::: Yeff (3-16) 
3.2.2 Nozzle Conditions 
p 
The mass conservation equation, equation (3-1), is modified 
for the problem of nozzle f\low to 
(3-17) 
Equation (3-2) does not apply to nozzle flow, but equations (3-3) 
through (3-6) remain the same, except now the conditions of region 
2 refer to those in the throat of the nozzle, while region 1 refers 
to the reflected shock conditions1• Additionally, there are now 
equations (3-13), (3-15), (3-16), and a.n integrated form of 
equation (3-12), i.e. 
5 { a } (1 + a ) I + s 
s = ; R a + 2 R ln ( l-a ) + T 0 (3- .. 8) 
where the entropy change is referenced to the unspecified value S. 
0 
All of these equations were solved by iteration for the conditions 
in the throat of the nozzle. A value of the ionization fraction 
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1Note that in equation (3-3) the energy of the reflected shock region 
equals the stagnation enthalpy. 
lower than that in the reflected shock region would be chosen. 
Using equation (3-18), a corresponding value of the temperature 
would be found. A calculation of the throat flow velocity could 
then be made via equations (3-6) , (3-4), and (3-3). An i ndependent 
determination of the velocity was also obt ained tbroue;h equations 
(3-13), (3-15), and (3-16). These t wo results were compared 
and the iteration continued until tr.eir difference fell withi:n 
a specified tolerance. The resul ts obtained, based on the values 
shown in Table 3.2, are given in Table 3.3 . 
Logan (1971) has examined the possibility of non-equilibrium 
nozzle flowat these conditions . His results indicate t ha t 
equilibrium isentropic flow is a good first approximation in t ne 
case of Argon, and this c~ndition has been adopted in this work. 
Nozzle flow calculations were carried out for two conical 
configurations, each with the same throat radius of 0.159 cm. The 
first nozzle had a 15° half angle and an on axis length of 20 cm. 
0 The second nozzle had a 7.5 half angle and an on axis length of 
13.4 cm. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between on axis 
position and area ratio for the two configurations . 
As a first approximation, it has been assumed that the nozzle 
wall boundary layer is sufficiently thin to not significantly 
displace the flow. 
3.2.2.1 EnthalEY Loss in the Reflected Shock Heated Gas 
As stated, a sensitivity study was carried out on the effect 
of enthal1JY loss in the reflected shock heated gas, and the results 
of this work are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The most sensi tive 
parameter to enthalpy loss, under isobaric equilibriwn condi t ions, 
is the ionization fraction. The densi ty also snowed a sensitivity 
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to enthalpy loss with almost a unity ratio between the percentage 
of enthalpy loss and the percentage of density gain. The 
temperature and the speed of sound displayed about the same 
characteristic of a much lesser response to enthalpy losses. 
Exit Conditions 
- ...... 
Mach No .: The maximum stasna,tion enthalpy was t aken at 
7,635 cal/gm, as shown in Table 3.2. Nozzle CE..lculations have 
been carried out for this figure and for possible stagnation 
enthalpy losses of up to about 25%• Fieure 3.3 illustrates the 
calculated exit Mach No. for the two nozzles as a function of 
the stagnation enthalpy. The 15° half ~ngle nozzle exit Mach 
No. exhibited a linear behavior and actually increases in value 
as e1thalpy was lost. This iF..t ereating- feature is explained by 
the fact that while both the exit gas velocity and speed of sound 
decrease as enthalpy is lost, the speed of sound decreases at a 
slightly more rapid rate. 
0 The 7.5 half angle nozzle displayed a non-linear behavior 
in contrast to the larger exit nozzle. This is probably due t o 
the fact that while the ionization fraction is zero for all 
0 practical purposes in regards to the 15 half angle nozzle, this is 
not the case with the 7.5° half angle unit. For the values of 
100%, 94%, 87%, 80%, and 75% of the maximum possible stagnation 
enthalpy, there were ionization fractions of 6.7 X 10-3, 1.3 X 10-3, 
and 4 X 10-5, respectively, for the first three, and the last two 
-6 had ionization fractions of less than 10 • 
~1'\,r 
O O t• f • 1 10-) 
.rcu~ 1on1za ion ractions as sma 1 as must be called 
"si~ificant"; for example, the value of the effective ga.mma. is 
slit tly lowered from 1.67 to 1.66 at the ionization level of 
4 X 10-5; at the level of 1.3 X 10- 3 this lowerine has increased 
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to the point where the effective gamma is 1.53. 
3.2.2.3 Pitot Pressure 
-
Figure 3.4 shows the calculated pitot pressures as a function 
of the stagnation enthalpy. The most striking feature is the almost 
cot plete insensitivity of tlis parameter to enthalpy loss. The 
experimental points sho,m will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.3 Argon-,!I.elium Mixtures 
In this phase of the investigation, it is assumed th~t the 
final effects of adding an arbitrary amount of Helium to the pure 
Argon test slug are independent of the manner in which the 
contamination is added. There is one qualification in that the 
characteristic time taken .f4or contamination must be short enough 
so that the properties of the pure Argon alone would not have 
significantly changed. 
Consequently, the following model has been adopted: At SOIAe 
arbitrary time, a specified amount of cold Helium is added to the 
known amount of pure Argon at reflected shock conditions, in the 
volume defined by the reflected shock region. The gases interact . 
The temperature of the reflected shock region is the order of 
20,000 °Kat high pressures and therefore as a first approximation 
it is justified to assume that no ionization of the Helium takes 
place. Hence, the mixture interacts thermally but not chemically. 
That is, the Helium affects the rate of ionization of the Argon 
by absorbing some of the enthalpy of the system but not by direct 
chemical reaction such as increasins the three body recombination 
rate. 
The total enthalpy of a mixture of gases is given by 
(3- 9) 
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where x. is the mass fraction of component i. Specifically, 
l. 
in the case at hand 
or 
5 




+ - ~ ~ T .(3-21) 
2 
Since no further mass is added or taken from the system, 
(the later nozzle flow will be considered as an expansion of the 
system and not a loss of mass) the mass fractions are taken to 
remain constant. In this context, the mass fraction of the Argon 
includes the mass of Argon ions. 
" The total pressure of ionized Argon and neutral Helium 
mixture has four components, 
(3-22) 
where the subscripts AN, AI, and e refer to the neutral Argon 
atoms, the first ionized Argon ions, and the electrons resultine 
from the Argon ionization. The density r3.tio between the Argon 
total density (atoms and ions) and the Helium density canoe 
obtained through the respective equations of state, 
1 ~ 









here then terms are the numbers of moles of each conponent in 
the total volume V. R is the universal gas constant. The 
0 
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and from charge nautrality1 AI .. n • e The first three terms in 
the bracKet of equation (3-24) can be factored. rrrnen, 
+ ~ J • (:;-26) 
The Argon partial pressure is given by the Argon mole fraction 
and the total pressure, 
• (3-27) 
Similarly, the Helium partial pressure is gi\en by 
' 
(3-28) 
and using these two relations, equation (3-23) becomes, 
• 
( }-29 J 
PH 
The right hand side of equation (3-29) is constant in value, so 
the Helium density may be defined by 
' (3-30) 
where Fis some arbitrary constant of value less than one. 
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Thie same result is obtained for the case of no Argon 
ionization . Thus, in all cases there will be differential 
changes of pressure between the two gases, but the density will 
change in a like manner for both gases. 
The entropy of a ga.s mixture is given by the general 
relation 
S = I:x. S. 
. J. J. 
J. 
or specifically in the case at hand by 
S=x[~Ra I (l+a ) I a +- + + 2 RA ln + A 2 A T T 1+ a 
13 T p H + ~ ~ - ln - - ln 




where S, T, andftH are all referenced to some arbitrary datwn 0 0 0 
level. In this study, to avoid any complications from entropy 
changes resulting from diffusion of one gas into the other, this 
reference level has been set at the final reflected shock 
conditions of the completely mixed system after any possible 
isentropic expansions . 
By differentiating equation (3-32), considering the mixture 
to behave in an isentropic manner, and differentiating equation 
(3-29), a value of the rate of ionization change with t emperature 
can be determined, 
=----------------------- -(3-33) dT (2- a) 
D r., 2 
---- n....d 1 
a (1- a) 
J 
The effective value of gamma as defined in equation ( -10) 
can also be determined for the mixture. In this event 




p p p 
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-[~ 2 PH (2- a)] d a - + + ;- a(l- a) -;; 2 T R T2 a (1- a2) 
y eff = 
A 
·c 3-35) 
3 I (2- a) d<l 
- + 
2 T R T2 a (1- a) dT A 
da 
is defined by equation (3-13). where the term 
-dT 
If PH/Pis set equal to zero and P /P set equal co one, 
equation (3-35) simply becomes equation (3-15). However, it 
should be noted that for a non-zero Helium pressure component , 
both of these equations tend to a value of 5/3 as the ionization 
fraction goes to zero. 
The final values of T, a, and P of the various mixt ure 
ratios can be s olved by using equations (3-21), (3-6), (3- 30) , 
and the equations of state for the pure gases. The nozzle flow 
conditions can be determined ith the added use of equation (3-35). 
3.3.2 Argon-Helium Mixtures Calculations 
3.3.2.1 Reflected Shock Reg i on 
Table 3.4 illu trates 'the effects of Helium conta ination 
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~ 
~ Mass He Pressure 
(dyne/cm2 ) 
0 2.46 E+8 
0.99 2.59 E+8 
4.76 3.08 E+8 
8.26 3.55 :B;+8 
H = 7,635 (cal/gm) 


















.. - orii.c 
Ve l oc i ty 
(cm/ sec) 
- ---· .._._.__ .... ..--. --~ ... ---------·~ 
0.42 2 . 82 E+ 
0.41 2.88 E+5 
0.36 3.09 E+S 
0.31 3.27 E+5 
----------·-------·~~~~--~ 
S1.l.ctQ!~e.~ .... pi_f_f ~2 ~..f:.t~ gf_ JI_e} J .~1.:1_ _C9n tar~_.?.!_i.91.1-:..J ~p£!1_ o_ :} G}D£-}_A2:_1'[2.n __  
Reflected Gas System 
-- .. ·- ... --·--.-...-.-- _ __.... __ ----
+::>, 
co 
in specified amounts on the original pure Argon reflected shock 
conditions. 
The addition of Helium cooled the test gas with a corresponding 
drop in temperature and ionization. There was a rise in the 
density and pressure, but the thalpy was assumed to remain 
unchanged . Fast response stagnation pressure readings of the 
reflected shock region take by Stalker (1967 ) show no significant 
changes during the first few hundreds of micro-seconds after shock 
reflection, other than from a pressure "dip" at about 20 micro-
seconds. Accordingly, if Helium is added to the test slug, a 
corresponding expansion of the mixture must occur to maintain a 
constant pressure. It has been assumed that this expansion is 
isentropic, and the reflected shock conditions following such a 
process are shown in Table 3.5. 
The gas mixture must do work on its surroundings to expand, 
therefore th.e enthalpy of the gas mixture drops, as shown in 
Table 3.5. The expansion reverses the trend of the density, 
and rather than increasing as contamination level is increased , it 
drops. The temperature and ionization fraction are further 
lowered. The speed of sound, while still increasing as more Helium 
is added, does so at a lesser rate after expansion . 
Using the conditions of Table 3.5 as the final reservoir 
values, the gas mixtures were further expanded to obtain the 
gas conditions in the throat of the nozzle. These results are 
shov,n in Table 3.6. 
The specific enthalpy drop is accounted for by the kiiet:c 
motion which the gas has obtained. This velocity amounts to:, 
in enthalpy units, about 1000 cal/gm. The throat pressure ~:1anges 
very little as Helium is added, while. the density, temperature 
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----~-----~--- --~ -~---~---------.-.....---- .... • ~--.......-rt • - .-:.·---~----.... -------.---
0 2.46 E+8 3.86 E-3 21,537 0.42 7,635 
0.99 2.41 E+8 
@ 
3.67 E-3 21,138 0.40 7,522 
4.76 2.41 E+8 3.43 E-3 20,022 0.34 7,268 
8.26 2.41 E+8 3.07 E-3 I 18,776 ~ 0.27 6,876 
. 
-~- ... ft·----- . - - • e --• - e--,; e e - - .. - :er ...-~ ----------- -- • • e-e-»o- ·- --, ..... ---.-. 
@ Value measured by Stalker (1967) 
TAB I:.f ~ _3 .! .5, 
Calculat~_d Jinal~?d}-_-t.i.92.1_~ wi tl:_~ym .A_fte_F _ _!_s!E.:tr,22i,£. e_?:JJ!{_!l_:9i.;.~P.. 
in the Reflected Shock Region 
- • -- ·a- • - r - ..,......._ 
Sonic 
Velocity 
( cni/ sec ) 
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Calculated Throat Conditions witb Helium Contamination 
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V, 
r-' 
and ionization fraction drop. 
3.3.2.2 Nozzle Flow 
The presence of the Helium contamination modifies the real 
gas thermodynamics during the expansion of the test gas down the 
nozzle . Calculations for bot' 1 nozzle configu.ra. ions were 
carried out. The only parameter that is different between the 
two units, as far as the solution is concerned, is t he area 
ratio, and therefore the physics is fully demonstrated by the 
0 
results for the 7.5 half angle nozzle alone. 
3.3.2.3 Temperature 
FiBUre 3.5 shows how the calculated temper a t ure varies 
dovm the small exit nozzle for different levels of contamination. 
Additionally,~ curve for a pure Helium flow is included, but 
note should be taken of the dif erent stagnation enthalpy for 
this case, 11,670 cal/gm, as compared to a maximum of 7,635 cal/ gm 
for the Argon system. This former value is obtained if t he shock 
tube is filled initially with 20" hg of Helium 1 , and is i nc~.i.H ed 
only for a relative comparison with the other results. 
The most interestine result is the change of slope or 
general curve character from that of a pure Argon flow as Helium 
is added . Curve "B", 1% mass Helium, shows an "Argon character" 
until a distance down the nozzle of approximately 10 cm (area 
ratio of about 86), and then there is a change of slope. Th:..s 
changeover point moves progressively up the nozzle towards tn~ 
throat as more Helium is added to the system. 
3.3.2.4 ,Yelocity, Density, Pi tot. Pressure, and Static Pressvre 
No curves are shown for these parameters since they proved 
to be very insensitive to contamination. For example, in the 
case of a Helium content of 4.76% by mass, the exit velocity 
1This co di~ion is dynamically equivalent to filling the shock tube 
with 2" Hg of Argon, if the Axgon acted as a "perfect gas". 
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was affected by an amount leas than 5% of the_ pure Argon value. 
Similar results were also true for the density and Pitot pressure 
calculations . 
The static pressure in the nozzle and at its exit dropped by 
relatively large amounts, as hich as an order of mae;ni tude \ihen 
approximately 10)-i · by mass of Helium -was prese it in tl' ... e mixture. 
· his pressure drop compensated the fall in tempera~ure ~o the 
density remainei fairly constant in value. 
3.3.2. 5 Rey-nold 1 s Numb~r 
The predicted Reynold's Number , as given by p u x/ µ , 
is of quite different character as the contamination level is 
increased. In Figure 3.6, it can be seen that with only 1% mass 
Helium, curve "B", the slope shows a change at a position of 
"\ 
about 10 cm. It may be noted that this is about the same point 
at which the corresponding temperature curve showed modifica~ion. 
As the level of Helium is raised, the changes become more 
pronounced, and the slope changes from negative to positive. 
3.4 Test Section Conditions 
3.4.1 Nozzle Exit Values 
The gas conditions at the nozzle exit for the various cases 
considered are summarized in Table 3.7. The stagnation enthalpies 
have already been presented in Table 3.5. It should be not~Q that 
as tt1e Helium level goes beyond about 1% by mass, the Mach .J1...., .'uer 
increases . At a concentration of 8.26% by mass, the exit Mae' 
Number of the 7 .5° half angle nozzle is within about 3()-'fa of -i..he 
value obtained with the pure Re lium flow shovn1. 
3.4.2 Flow Divergence 
A conical nozzle confieuration has been used throu.::;hout this 
investigation. The emerging flow can, therefore, be considered a 
source-type (that is, as if the floi7 were produced at a point 
source in the nozzle throat), if the nozzle wall boundary layer is 
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Nozzle 'o Mass He Pressure 
( dyne/cm2) 
Density Temperat ure Ionization 




----.....-.-.....~...----....,-------- -----...-...-,'. ~ ·::,a ... 
15° half o.o 3.97 E+3 6.76 E-7 2816.0 o.o 7.81 E+5 7.90 
angle 
100.0 1 .36 E+2 1.35 E-7 48.0 o.o 1 .09 E+6 26 .75 
1 (1 0" Hg) 
0 7.5 half o.o 1 .02 E+S 5.86 E-6 s335.o ~ i 8.41 E-3 7.38 F.:+5 4c87 
an0 le 
0.99 8.08 E+4 5.58 E-6 6381.0 2.47 E-4 7.4 6 E+5 · 11·~06 
4.76 3.60 E+4 5.45 E-6 ?221.0 o.o 7,59 E+5 7.24 
8.26 1. 69 E+4 5.44 E-6 057 .0 o.o 7,91 E+5 11 .o 
100.0 7.25 E+3 2.19 E-6 159.0 o.o 9.77 E+5 13 .15 
(2011 Hg) 
______________ ___......._. ___ ,.., -----
- - • -es • - - - • - ___.__._ ...... _._.... • ... --
TABLE 3.7 
--------.....---
Hozz1e Exit CornU ti ons 
- --- ---- • .0 -- • -~ 
I...,., 
.p,. 
thin as assume . Conseq_uently, the velocity vector of the gas 
will diveree as one proceeds from the on axis position toward the 
nozzl e ·wall. 
This divergence means that the densit.r and pressure of the 
low continually decrease after t he gas leaves the nozzle . 
Sine~ these para.meters are iruportant in tl d b01 ... nJ.ary laye 
calc1 lations, it is necessary to estimate the effects of flow 
divergence upon the gas condit.ions. 
Hal l (1963) has investigated divergence effects in flo~ 
over hypersonic test bodies. Hal l's an..:.lysis included 
centrifugal effects. For flat pl ate flow, these are not present 
since the stream lines after the obliq_u_~ shock are assumed o remain 
parallel to the surface. The orieinal problem, as defined by Hall 
for two dimensional flow over a sharp wedge, is solved here io a 
simple geomet rical manner. The problem is illustrated in Figure 
The relationship between the ambient density, velocity, and 
pressure changes in high Mach Number diverging flow was giva~ by 
Hall as 










3. 4. 3 Conditions Across the Oblioue Shock Front 
mo simplify the analysis, the shock front is co .si~ered 
to remain straight . Therefore, the complications brouc;~~ about 
by divergence of the flow are (1) the ambie~t :pressure 
(or density) has been lowered and 
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(2) the stream line is not parallel to the axis of the nozzle. 
The first problem is pandled by usi1D equations (3-36) and (3-37) 
to correct the nozzle exit values. For the second item, the mass 
conservation equation (3-1) is taken as valid, ad examination 
of the velocity vector. co1:1ponen s after the oblique shock ( they 
will add to form a flov pa~allel to the surface of the plate) will 
sho that fro;, the geometry 
u2n p l tan ( ~ -e ) 
- = ,_._, • 
~n p 2 tan ( ~-6) ' 
(3-38) 
~here the subscript n denotes normal to the shock wave and. 
where 6 is the flow divergence angle, and its value is 
' obtained from the relation, in radians, 
:x: cos e tan ~ o~ 
R + :x: cos 8 p ' 
( 3-39) 
where e and~ are in radians. The term x is the point ·,~-:ere p 
the stream line contacts the shock front, given in terms of distance 
parallel to the surface of the flat plate measured from the 
leading edge . 
The work of Petschek and Byron (1957); Wong and Bershader 
(1966); and Oettineer and Bershader (1967), has indicated that the 
position of the shock front (the angle~) is determined by ideal 
gas or frozen conditions. This is because the finite relaxatio· 
time of the gas flow is long enoueh to prevent immediate production 
of ionization after passage of the shock layer. 
The shock angle and inclination angle have been taken to 
be related by the standard result 
tan ( ~-8) (yN -1) I4N-2 sin2 ~ + 2 
= 
tan ~ (Y +l) ~ sin2~ ' 
(3-40) 
where \ and 
effective Y 
y N are the free stream nozzle exit Iach \unber and 
• 
Equations (3-36), (3-37), (3-38) and (3-39) were u sed t o 
calculate the frozen after shock conditions for various x p 
distances. 
The results of the above calculations are shovm i n Tables 
3.8a and 3.8b. Table 3.8a is for a pure Argon f low and Table 3.8b 
is for an Argon-Helium flow. As can be seen, the flo divergence 
can produce lowering of the pressure and density in excess of 100'7& 
of the non-divergent values. 
Suggested modification of the shock angle with the addivion 
of Helium to the flow is quite interesting. A maximum value , as 
shown in Table 3.8b, was obtained with a cont~uination level of 
about 1%. This is due to the fact that wi th thi s amount the 
calculated exit Mach Number is approximately unchanged f rom the 
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pure flow value, but the calculated effect ive value of the _ ··~nti ty y 
is higher. At greater levels of contamination, t he exit •• ia.cb 
Tumber, as calculated, increased wi tb correspondi ne; lowering o ... 
the shock angle . 
e /J X Pressure2 Denf j t.y Ter n,: ,.. ture u2 ..... 2 p ( dyr1e/ cm ) (em/cc) (bi) (cm) (cm/sec ) 
--
---...-...-------
15° 9.5 16.2 o.o 2.31 E+4 1.67 E-6 6,634 .o 7.55 E+5 4.98 
half 1.0 1.85 E+4 1.4~ E-6 6,181.0 7.58 E+5 5.18 
angle 2.0 1.46 E+4 1.22 E-6 5,731 .o 7.61 E+5 5.39 
3.0 1.13 E+4 1 .03 E-6 5,270.0 7.63 E+5 5.64 
19.5 28.2 o.o 7.16 E+4 2.25 E-6 15,31 6.0 6.93 E+5 3.00 
1.0 5.81 E+4 1.93 E-6 14,469.0 7.02 E+5 3.13 
1.65 E-6 ' 2.0 4.68 E+4 13,637.0 7 .10 E+5 3.26 
3.0 3.73 E+4 1.40 E-6 12,815.0 7.17 E+5 3.40 
;' 
7.5° 9.5 18.9 o.o 2.76 E+5 1.21 E-5 10,942.0 7 .08 E;-5 3.63 
half 1.0 2.02 E+5 9.61 E-6 10,124.0 7 .14 E+5 3.81 
angle 2.0 1.44 E+5 7.46 E-6 9,274.0 7.18 E+5 4.00 
3.0 9.64 E+4 5.59 E-6 8,280.0 7. 22 E-t5 4.26 
19.5 28.7 o.o 6.21 E+5 1.98 E-5 15,060.0 6.56 E+5 2.87 
1.0 4.63 E+5 1 .58 E-5 14,086.0 6.69 E+5 3.03 
2.0 3.37 E+5 1.24 E-5 13,109 .o 6.79 E+5 3.1 8 
3.0 2.37 E+5 9.43 E-6 12 ,081;. "O 6.87 E+5 3.36 
TABLE 3.8E 
-an:n::.~ 
~~eC_O}l2-.~~·J:.011N~-.JJ_~_er tr~e_j?_b_lj~l,E?~ iE_ _!he__Jest §_e2_~ 




a He e {3 X Press,1r0 Den s:it y Tc-rc..,..2 tu.re l) ~ l.? p 
(dyne/crn2) (gm/cc) (OK) (c1 / r,ec ) (cm) 
7.5° 0.99 9.5 20.1 o.o 2.19 E+5 9.36 E-6 10,325.0 7 .17 E +5 3.63 
half 1.0 1 .55 E+5 7 .43 E-6 9,193.0 7.24 E+5 3.88 
angle 2.0 1.04 E+5 5.77 E-6 7,984.0 7.29 E+5 4.20 
3.0 6.43 E+4 4,3~ E-6 6,544.0 7.33 E+5 4.66 
19.5 32.0 o.o 5.52 E+5 1.35 E-5 1a,oos.o 6.52 E+5 2 .50 
1.0 4.02 E+5 1.08 E-5 16,491.0 6.69 E+5 2.6B 
2.0 2.86 E+5 8.44 E-6 14,935 .0 6. 82 E+5 2.a7 
3.0 1.95 E+5 , 6.48 E-6 13,281 .o 6.93 E+5 3.09 
4.76 9.5 16.8 o.o 1.87 E+5 1.29 E 5 4,e7?.o 7 .33 E.,, 5 4.72 
. 1.0 1.33 E+5 1 .02 E-5 4,369.0 7.37 E+5 5.01 
2.0 9.08 E+4 7 .93 E· 6 3,853.0 7.41 E-t-5 5.36 
3.0 5.76 E+4 5.93 E-6 3,267.0 7.44 E+5 5.85 
19 .5 29.4 o.o 5.59 E+5 1. 76 E-5 10,69s.o 6.71 E+5 2.92 
1.0 4.08 E+5 1.40 E-5 9,813.0 6.e5 F't5 3.11 
2.0 2.91 E+5 1 .10 E-5 8,940e0 6.95 E+5 3. 31 
3.0· 2.01 E+5 8.38 E- 6 s,054.0 7.0~ E+5 3.53 
15° 100.0 9.5 13 .1 o.o 6.20 E+5 4.98 E-7 599.0 1 .0-/ E+6 7. 41 
half 1.0 4.99 E+5 4.27 E-7 562.0 1 .07 FL" 7.67 
angle 2~0 3,98 E+5 3.63 E~7 527.0 1 .c, E1+6 7.94 ( 1 C" IT er 3.0 3 .13 E-1.5 3 .05 E-~ 7 495t0 1 .07 E'•6 8.21 ... > He) 
----· --· --------- ---- -- ~ -----...----... --........ ---...-.. ... __ ~---
. ---
TABLJi: 3. 8b 
._.,~J 
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3. 5 Contamination Effects, on Boundary L9y~r C~lcp.l~.t.i2EE_ 
The effects of Helium contamination on the boundary layer 
calculations will manifest themselves in chanees to the 
thermodynamics (e.g. equation of st~te, determination of 
specific enthalpy, and sp oir·c. heat) and to tbe transJort 
properties. The new thermody. mic ~ .. e .... ation as been discussed 
previously, and tne nev, trans::port property eqt..a "Lions are given 
in pendix A. 
Nozzle Calculations 
a WWW ........_ 
Initially, interest was focused Ol what effects, i any, 
the nozzle throat and nozz e wall boundary layers mieht have 
on the free stream flow. These problem areas are far n.o""~e 
.'\ 
com licated than the equations of Chapter 2 were designed to 
handle, but work was carried out to get a relative comparison 
between pure Argon, Argon-Helium, and pure Helium produced 
boundary layers. 
To enable any use of the flat plate equations, it was 
necessary to assume that the radius of curvature of the nozzle 
region was large in comparison to the boundary layer thickness, 
and then limit the integration to a very localized section -
E;O localized that the pressure could be taken to remain constant 
over it. Calculations were carried out for the small exit 
nozzle configuration with use of the sonic conditions in the 
t roat , the conditions 2.24 cm. down stream, and 12 .88 c i. dovm 
stream. The pure Argon flow was based on an initial shoe t 0e 
pressure of two inches Hg; the Argon-Helium mixture assumed 
4. 76% mass Helium; and the pure Helium flo ·, was based on an 
initial shock tube pressure of 20 ir.ches Hg. 
The integrations in the case of the first two Argon flolls 
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used a variable transport parameter technique, while the pure 
Helium flo , assut1ed ~onstant parameters. The results of the 
displacement thickness are shown in Table j.9. The displacement 
thickness para.meter is given in terms of ;?R · J.: 
X 
,. v c n be seen in T b t :, •• ; , 
thickr.es · i thin at all tiies. 
Helium in the flow caus~s the displ~cement thicknevs to 
increase, but the value is still very small. As one goes closer 
to the nozzle exit", this effect is more pronounced, but still 
not significant in relation to changing the effective area ratio. 
Consequently, it would appear that some major change in 
boundary layer displacement of the flow when Helium is homo-
geneously mixed into the test gas does not occur. 
3. 5.2 Flat Plate Calculations 
3. 5.2.1 Equilibrium Boundary Lc:,Yer 
Figures ).8, 3.9, and 3.10 show tbe chanees that occur 
to tbe temperature, ionization fraction, and density respectively, 
while Figure 3 .11 allows conversion from the 11 axis to the y 
axis . All the information shown in tbese curves is for the 
small exit, 9.5° plate inclination, two cm. up the plate, an~ 
with variable transport parameters. 
The Helium will cause the temperature to drop throughm.A'I, 
the boundary layer. The density is interesting, in that with 1% 
mass Helium tbe value is lowered through.out tbe boundary layer, 
but with the larger 4.76% mass contamination tte density regains 
some of its lost value. In the latter case, the minirr:um 
density peak is also flattened. The lo~ering of the specific 
enthalpy of the Argon is best illustrate by the major chanr c 
in the ionization fraction. The peak ionization wit,~ ccr.tamination 
lrhere R is the radius of curvatuxe of the nozzle a~ ~he istance 
x do, tfie nozzle from the throat. 
6 .... 
level of one percent is not much below the pure Argon value, but 
occurs slit:;htly higher in the boundary layer; the free stream 
value for the one percent level is considerably lowered. 
The 4.76% by mass Helilul content resulted in a drop in the 
peak ionization of almost t\:..O orders of magnitude. The actual 
thic <ness of tbe boundary layer, however, was changed very little 
by the ~elium contamination. 
r:n e changes in the transport :properties due to "Cte presence 
of Helium are shovm in Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14; FieureB 3.12 and 
3. 13 are profiles of the the ~al conductivity and viscosity, 
respectively, for the same calculations as the preceding drawir:gs. 
Notice how a small amount of Eelium, in this instance 1% by mass, 
does not destroy the basic shape of the curves, but only chan es 
the positions of maxi.ma and oinima. At a level of 4. 76~6 mass 
Heliuo, the situation is quite different, and the influence of 
ionization upon the results are greatly abated. 
Figure 3. 14 shows how the modifications of the transport 
properties feeds through to the transport parameters of Prandtl 
Number and c1 • The same basic comments made previously ho~d 
here also . With 4. 76 % Heliun by mass, the Prandtl rumbe :s 
practically a constant throughout the whole boundary layer. 
c1 is also drastically changed. The most important feature here 
is the modification to the value of the gradie· t of c1 at the 
surface . It is most interesting that these changes are such to 
maintain the surface heat transfer rate at almost the same value 
regardless of the level of Helium for the figures shorn. 
Figure 3.15, tee calculated surface heat transfer ~ates, 
shows the iffi ortance of usine a variable transport araGetex 
G2 
calculation . With a constant parameter solution, it would 
appear that a substantial lowering of the heat transfer would 
occur with contamination. However, it turned out in each 
case that the transport parameter derivatives were of such a 
value to corn1>ensate and the fir.al heat t •ansfer rates predicted 
varied very little, regardles of t_e contamination level up to 
at leas 5% by mass . 
3.5.2 .2 Frozen Boundary Laze£ 
If there are no chemical reactions in the boundary l ayer 
during the period of interest, the chemistry is considered 
"frozen". 
All results shown ,ill be for the small exit nozzle, 9.5° 
plate inclination, and at a distance up the plate from the 
leadin..s· edge of 2 cm. 
Fi~re 3.16 shows the velocity profiles for a frozen boundary 
layer with a fully catalytic wall. A contamination level of 1% 
Helium by mass modifies the velocity profile. 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 are the temperature and density 
profiles for the above conditions. 1% Helium by mass lov,ers t he 
temperdture throughout the boundary layer, by partition of t he 
total available enthalpy. The density was also lowered, and t he 
maximum decrease correlates with the maximum difference bet~men 
the velocity profiles. 
Figure 3.19 is the ionization profile. As can be seen ~he 
level of ionization is reduced considerably by introduction of 1% 
mass Eelium . The smaller number of electrons in the gas will 
produce an increase in the viscosity . Consequently, it is not 
surprisine that the viscous effects cause the velocity to start 
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Figure 3.20 shows the difference that Helium contamination 
causes in the conversion from the 7J to the y axis. 
A level of 1% mass Helium in the boundary l ayer caused 
essentially no change to the surface heat transfer rate for the 
fully catalytic plate and ther fore no graph is shown. This 
result is explained in the following xnanner . The free stream 
ionization is lower with contaminat.:..on and consequently the 
diffusion of ion-electron pairs to the surface contributes 
less t o the overall heat transfer. However, the temperature 
G-Ta. ·ent at the surface, as sho~ in Figure 3.17, is larg~r and 
compensates by producing a larger conduction of heat flux to tue 
surface. The thermal conductivity at the surface is made lar ..... er 
with the presence of Heli~. These results mean that the lowering 
of the surface heat transfer rate with a non-catalytic surface is 
not as great with Helium contamination. 
3.6 Summary of Chal!ter 3 
This study has included the effects of enthalpy loss and Heliun 
driver gas contamination. The results of the work have been used 
to predict the nozzle exit conditions for a pure Argon test gas 
flow and Vlith various levels of Helium contamination. The Helium 
increases the exit Mach Nuober of the nozzle, while lowerin0 ·v: .. e 
temperature. Calculations were then made of the changes to t: .. ese 
values when the gas flow traverses an oblique shock front. 
The presence of Helium will alter the displacement thic: ness 
of the boundary layer in the throat and on the walls of the 
nozzle. Hm ever, this parameter remains small in all cases and 
would not be expected to cause any changes tote effective a ea 
ratio o~ the nozzle. 
The flat plate boundary layers are also affected by the 
presence of Helium. The Heliu lo1ers the ~Dperature, density, 
and ionization in tbe boundary layer. If contamination levels of 
5% by mass are reached the eeneral profiles of tbe thermal 
cor.i.(uc\,iv't.y and viscosity wil be greatly altered. 
;_: '.,h regard to calculavio. s of ... ilibrium boundary layers 
with .i.ull variation of tbe ro.nspo ... ~t properties, and frozen 
bo dar,J layers with fully catalytic sur aces, the He_iun 
contamination up to about 5% by ma.as will cause prac-cicc:....lly no 
chan e o the surface heat transfer rates. In the case of a 
f ozen, non-catalytic surface calculation with contamination the 
lowering of the heat transfer by the absence or diminishing of 
the diffusion of electron~\on pairs is lessened due to the lower 
level of free stream ionization . 
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CHAP':~R 4 
EXPERIMENTS AND DATA CORRELATIOrI \'/ITH THEORY 
4,A Introduction 
The Free Piston Shock Tunne is unique in its ability to 
produce very high stagnation enthalpy flows. In this study, 
conditions were used which gave rise to a calculated stagnation 
enthalpy of 7,635 cal/gm for a pure Argon flo1. This figure 
would be in excess of 100% gTeater tan that obtainab e ith 
combustion driven shock tunnels. 
The Free Piston Shock Tunnel is a comparatively ne,1 
device, and it is important to carefully check the flow behavior 
to determine test times for various experimer:ts. In t 1 is Chapter, 
experimental data wi 1 be presented and discussed fort st section 
pitot pressure, test section density via Mach Zennder Interferometry, 
and surface heat transfer rates on the flat plate. 
In all the data shown · he point .:.s -che mean ave:..·a:?;t <;i many 
deterruina tions, and the fla0rs B.re the .:. --cc..~da:rd devia -iot10 of the 
data. 
Details of thee uin e~t and data reduction methods are 
.i; 
discu~::;ed in Appendix B. 
4.2 Pr~perties of the Test Section F)o~ 
4.2. Calculated Conditions 
'I' e test section has previously been di.Jcussed in 8 . _/:er 3. 
However, for .1ur11oses of clarity, the calculated pure k--:.·vv~,. .... ..... o·.: 
nozzle exit conditions are repeated below in Table 4 . .. '.li ·ch o .. e 
additio1al inforrnation. 
4.2.2 Pitot Pressure ,.:ea.suremen-+;s 
The reader is re ere.ced back to Figure 3.4, the calcuLate 
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Area Rati<.' 
Deni:di;y (gt /cc) 
Iord zation Fraction 
TE·rnperH.ture ( °K) 
Pressure ( dyne/ cn2) 
Velocity ( cm/ sec) 
Speed of Sound (ct/sec) 
Mach No. 
Effective Gemma 
Pitot Pres sur e (d.yfie/cm2) 
Thernc1 l Co11dnctiv it;y ( cc J/c 1-ser ~°K) 
Viscos ity ( gm/cn- 8ec\ 
Specifi c Heat (ca J/g,,,-°K) 
Pra.nct.l Nurn1)e1· 
P k/ p k w w 
Local Reynold's Nu~ber 
Large Exit Nozzle 
1204 
6.76 E-7 













9.14 E+ 3 











4 . 00 F, -, 
1.95 E- 3 
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--'J v .. 
ui .::.. ... _cant bcu~1c:ary laye .... 
......... 
_,.,.e itot pressure a~ a i~O, " .,. or"O 0~ ic o-8eco· 0. T 
15 ,-. -cro-c-..... econd~ f'ro.. s oc.~ .... t=.."'· - o.... 1· s a d,· L'.1 e""'er· · =a _.1. .,,. • ......_ :::; - .... U.1,. ~'-' v- ... -..i. .L. • .ill v v ...,.!.- • 
The ea'J 1 d va1.ue cL. opped y a vi.:.:.y signif ;cant a-1ount. 
t 
typic&.l oscillograms illustrating · . .Lis p:rGs:;,ure fa .... l are s· ovrr .. in 
Figures 4.1a, ~.1b, ad 4~~c. The c.ata of nigure 4.1a has a ·cime 
base of 50 icro-secon s pe di vision, \ hile t 1a·c of Figu· e 4 .1 b 
is 20 •. :..c.c-seconds per division. Both traces are for tl-.e sraall 
exit nozzle; Figure 4 .• 1 c bas a 20 ... icro-second oase and i5 le.rc-.:. 
exi ·c d& ta. 
Tr e i i tial 30-40 mic:r\., ...... eco:: <ls o·=- ~he traces can ~e 
at ributed to nozzle startinG ti~e. J..e ... ise ti!'1G of -~ne pito-c 
pressure gauge was a unctiorl of "1 e density o: ·c:.c ;as ... lo-.,. 
In the instance oft e sma~l xit .. • 1"' -'- .; u.;l .... "t v .._$ latte:- t-· .. e 
estimated at a out 30 micro-seconds, and ~hen usin~ the 15° hal ~ 
ang e nozzle t is period lengi.. ened to about Lr0-50 :.cro-.:;econds. 
At first glanc0, t ese observat·ons ook a~a:oeo~~ to che 
pressur0 d.:.p i the re lected shoe.( re_sion, obs2r:;ed oy J..1._ 
from an expansion wave nerated at tne 
t "'"' c·ed s11oc ~ ana' +'1e d 1.·ve tee-• ,....,.,,.. .• r , ~"'r,-,,. •• • ....,c;:-4.L.l:' •v J. V .- - UV QC:-..:> _..__.,l_,\.,--C.:..V"""e 
def~ned t e u ab~e test vi~e as the .._;e:riod . ' . ·.., .. .... s 
exp.'.:..nvion ,ave to rea.ch the shock tube end \,a. 1, and obtainecl 
t.1pical v' lues for usq.b"' e test time of Q,bout 200 .. icro-:;1;.cond.s. 
Stalke_ ( 1967) has observed a dip in ref ... ec ved s.iock pressu~e 
measurE:r.1ent& of the Australia 1 "",a.:cional University device at 
approxin~tely 20-30 Licro-seco ds after shock T flec~ion. 
Logan (1971) using streak pho~og.r.p1y has correlated this time 
interv l '.lit t e period req_ui_ 0d o... ·che expansion mve to 
reac -! t' e e d \,all. Th s the pre3sure dip arisine 
fr 1 •• t'1e reflected shock expansion occ1....::-s or.). a time scale 
flhich is too short to e clear y evident in the p~ tot pressure 
trace...,, i dicating that t'~e ob..:,erved. :pi·,ov pressu_--e drop ruust 
be due to some o~her ource. 
Davies and 11/ilson 1969) .ave in ,.estigated the p.:·obl !:O o'"' 
i teraction of the reflected sriocl front and shocl\. tube toundEt.:·y 
aye1·. 4-s the reflected shock moviJs back UJ.) the shoe~~ t~be, it 
comes in con tact with t?ie wall bo11nda:ry layer for1"Q0 :l a:"1.1er th 2. 
i.oi tial fo-rward passage oi. the front. The stagnation pr ::>SUT·e )f 
the majority of thL::, boundary layer is less t:1an that of the 
free stream, and therefore t_1e bou11dary layer 6ras .,..,ay n" v 
pe etrate the reflected shock .1ront. Because the boundary layer 
cannot negotiate this pressu:re jum, i"' se)arates ahead of ~he 
shock. !\. obliq e shock forrus at this point, and eventually 
co1 bines with the normal front at some distanct~ fro·u t} e sur ~ace. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4112. 
Boundary layer ea,s is tr.::1.pped under the separ~ted regio, 
beneat t1:. Ghock, 9.n is Cll.rried a .... ong .1'th -he.: ... 1.t. 
SJ.:>te1, · s ~-no~1n as a "oifurca.ted f ot". So ne of 
im ediat~ ly above t'1e boi~ 1da.i.y ayer trave~ses t~c 4 • \,LV .. , ._ 
T'1i,::, 
·., .• r 4 ~ 
•J•.J..~l ., 
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e. ·nd ·+ l. " • A sr.al 1 aorn · t o • , ~ ,1 -"'GI16 00Ui.1Cia ..... y 12..ye... .:.,--S .... .1. so 
passe -.,., +; on J..;;t\J_ .. , ... • ('":'" t- ..., d . "  an J.J. .:-~ .... " • 1 l 11.L n:ov j 
aloni :: e ·.1al gas +o\·1~~.1.d 4 ~e e1-d ~ ~ .., - VI i. ~ 1 IJ •. 
tL2.!1 that of tte 
shock r~d Jt ea~. 
!)Ou Sib e a. cu .... u ... _; tc Ja v:.i.;. ..... 
l.• ·!") r·.ron 
- 'A. ... -1. 0 
a sr~ 
; o 10 a:..on-3" the side ra.... ·->'---.:: er at t:1e nozzle end OJ. tte 
t o::. a • ., final lY move toward ·..,he center in front of the entra...ce 
tte throat of the nozzle. 
Based o 1 the discussion i~1 Cr .. aptei' 3 t}1e drop in t ... s 1.r ,J..,c "..i.on 
Pi ot pressu?e is not likely c.tt!'i"b ed to energy loss m~chan:;..sms 
Heli·m ixi ~ wit' the Ar-on in the re:lec~ed shock region) o: 
tne Helim altering the throat or nozzle r;a ..... l bouniary ~ayer. 
"'Jhen Helin. ,1as used as a test fi:iS and a driver 5as, no Pi,iot 
d d m • ., t' + ' " ·11 " 7'. • ..... ... ess ... e ro_p , as oose:cve • 1..nis S'.10 ges i;s • Ei.v t:1E: ... a 01. .:'1 ... o 1J 
p ..... et>.3ure is d e to .... ome differef!ce between the flovi 1.;:.~:cl..ct~ ...... :.s.,cics 
o:' the Argon and Helium. Conve uently, a p.ausi ble e.x: ... 1:. .... ... _,_.: :.:>,1 
for the ooserved Pitot pressure is that th< Co ... P. i·· na.J.. i· r- •• · v'"" 1 lJ --~'ii -
col" Helium gathers at t. e o:.:.zle e_,d o-<- the re flee ea. s!'loc!:: 
a:id ovr;s touar the center of the ~I ... is 
l'.>'""'s 11-- ss ""eacl es t: e area o.f the tn.2oa t, it eeds into ~: e 
~.e Re i.un. :i.2 .. y occupy a. v·ec::... te.:· 
relative t?.J."ea in t}e t roat ·tJan -llrther d.o,v. t: .. e .. ozz .... e a.S s· .. 0% 
in r J.._, • 3. T: i.a \W ld ef .1ecti vely :.~ er a.ue the a ea ra. tio as 
~ar as t: e A._.;on vas co ce'""·n d an t~1.erebv cauoo a Pi tot n ...... .::.::.1~e u ~ 
d=oo ... . 
a ve 7Y simple ar """~ment. 
7~ 
Let it be assur1ed thu.t t' e zac s a1e r.o ~ mi.(ed in the 
reflected shock re~on, an tne ArLon and H~l ·u.r:i c..re at the 
same approximate pressure i.1. the ge .era area of the thror.i. v. 
Let it also be a~surned that "' e.4 the Tieli.im feeds into the throat; 
area. Fron the Ar~on real ~as noz~~e calc1l~t~ons, at an a~ea 
rat.i.o o~ 100 (thtt is, t:1e a_8a at the point in cuestio.4 i 
che · ozzle is '"00 timev gI·0a.ter tha. the th.coat a:;::-ea occupied by 
.J..' • 
t.,I e t' e gas pr~ss .. r of th1v .A.1\;0~1 .vould hc..ve dro )Jed ·oy 
... ac about 800 O.t tLa t .:._'1 .L, ~ \I J •• " It uould 
., o..,..:.ca that the Helium vm _( u f"'e"!~ app ... 0:cima. tely t:1e same 
re:.:..t.:.ve ressure drop. Howev01~, to o')tain tnis the Helium would 
nec:u. only an area increase OJ. aoout 2u. Tis value v.as ob~a.inea. 
u ing ideal gas r latione. mhe:refo:r-e, the Rel·u v-ould occupy a 
much s · al ler percentage of tnd total ari.,a. 
This particular p, e:aomenon of Pi tot presau:re drup ~ot ld the 1 
be at r'buted to the fact that the rs~n acts as a real io11:zing 
gas in the nozzle flow, while vhe Helium acts as an ·· .aa .... gas . · th 
no :onization. 
T, .... 'Z' ne 1,1ac.o- en er ·nterierone~er is widely used ~n st~~~c& 
of ... low vis aliza tion, and it has p:.. .. oven a very valua.b.l.e ~oo .... :..::. 
providing a quantitat·ve pic1Jure o .. de-1aity fields. Fi· o-ure u - ..... -.~ 
shows the fringe shifts tha 1, coul i u-... axpectcd for a "i O er " -'-~h 
le:-.G t' , the Ti th of the f at pla-ce .:or VJ.rious densities v: 
• eu.tral Argo·n. r.ihe resu ts are based. on the data o.r A:pha"' a.d 
· ite 11965). Ylith regar o t e -ar..;e nozzle, t.rie exit ·iar:.: te:' 
·,as also approxiraa tely 10 cn. 1 u ~ fo ....... the vmar:.. nozzle l,h.~ e: .:. 1~ 
f ... G ~S Only apprOXi1'13.te J 5 ville ,.ride. 'I'here O e ~ the i. lu.b.37:S v:. v n 
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fro Figure 4.4 oho 1ld be divided by "11\IO in ti.is latte:r case. 
Te expected fringe shifts after t}e oblique shocks .:.n this 
tudy woul• range bet ;een approxic.ately 0.1 to 0.40 for T~\fe-
1 n...,th..; of 4000 to 6000 A0 • To ent.b.l.e use o tr.e ::ac' -Zehnv..er , 
· t ouli b ... neccc..,a..:-J to ( ~; ~a.~c Cu.lJ'i f ..... :.:. 10 \;.; ...:ly· f c ... eat:i L "" ... en~ 
very accurate, and 2) to ma'e:: a suf ... :.c.:.ent nriL ber 01. .. .. easu:rt:..!ments 
to improve tr e o "e:ra .1 acc1.1r~;)Y by ..:; v<;.l. ~ ;:; icc1.l a.ve:cag:.1~~. 
A co .. puter met:iod OJ.' ~ata :;:·edu'-''-::.on, "CIDRS19 (coia_,_., ,·;;e.cized. 
interfero, etric data reductio .. ..,ys' c .. 1;, as de 7eloped i..-1 a:r; 
at ecJt t() su.tisfy tL~ bove :.."'e ui:.:-em·3nts. T. is syste ... a.rd the 
.Jethod of ata ac uisition are di3cussed in A2pendix D. From 
cont o led calibration tests, it was etern.:.ned that ' c:n:-:s)t wo·~ ld. 
read in"te ferogra1:1s with an overal practical accuracy o~ + 0 .04 of 
a fringe2 , or i ter11s 01. densicy, about 1.5 E-6 gm/cc o~· 
two wav~-lengt, interf.'e::omet ic .Jyst m was usec., :.: , 
p otos-ra. s ·ere taken just be:ore 
again durin~ the tic of the ~~ow. 
s·~ock tunnel · ;as .~ired. 
l, ~ 9.5° plate i clinatior~ \ras 
used at all times . The res"l l ts of ~his p iase of the inve::ni...,._ t.:.on 
wee not as conclusive as hoJed for. -n the case of the -ars~ 
exit nozz e, data was reduced fro -;i 72 photograpI1s3 and the 
tanda d deviation was about 3.0E-6 ~.-./cc i terms of deasityo 
Tr is error was approximately the value o.£' ·che expec-'i;ed c.eno.J:. ty ;/ 
and therefore tl is data could. not be used.. The ad.di tional er_ " 
,ou d be due to or1-uniform dr:-:.fts o ... t ~e .:ach-Ze:rnder syvte 
d rin._; the pe iod bet~een the t 0 ~in-.., o_ .. he two pivtures 
(approxi,1 ately 30 seco1 .. a), an the s1 ot to shot variation o ~ 
1 
rnhe ur~.' t a he .._stralia: t . 1 U . . ' .I:' J.. .:1 a iona !llvers11;y \73.S mant .. .1.acvu:. '-''4 
the Zeiss Cc·2~1y. 
600 .... .. •0 si.1.:.f ·. -~ su-r· n s V - ..I. 4 U • 
2
~ is ·· s a 2d o~ 
3200 r a i .0 s ,ere rr1ade o ri eac interferogram. 
y 
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t e vhock turne itse_f. 
In reference to the s.:.ual~ exit d..:l.ta an avere.6'B de~1si ty 
.... 
reading behind "the obliaue ...,::oc.r was aucu~ 8 .O:C-6 4 .0~-6 
E.,Ti/cc. T ere 'lere 011ly 26 photc.,:ra.phs analysed in t:1is insta. Ci'.:. 
On Jvl e ba ... :i.s of t.nese resu ... vs, i-·- .,; u_{ .., en ;;ioe ·co C[;. ... J 
out a progra to develop a sui tu.b ... e 4-ier: - sou .. cce that .:oulC:. 
100 icro-seconds, thereby d.:r~ift e1 r~. Te 
true a' ot to snot variatio.. o-'- v.-:.e .... ·1oc!- " ·1.(e c.·I"- -l- -· 0 ... ,;,,.&..G. v... • .. 
could thcin be prope~iy 
n... • 1 "CID'?. .. ,S" ,,ul. e • .i.d .. v • :x .. 
inv~ t iga. t io it · believeQ t.at ~ e met~o· wil: he 
in a nurber of other proolem ~~~as ,;::, ,..,. ,., ....... int~r~~etation al 
... 
esolved sroc!r tube data, vion of spect~oscopic d~~a, 
V .. -. .J 
.... 
c, 
in general ith a ide variety f data that is reco~uGd Ou fi y 9 
.3.1 Lee.dirg_E~Effect~ 
I is not the aim of thi._, :pro· ect to carry out ar.. in- est1.-
f>a tion of the leading edge effects associ&ted with rarefie~ 
hypersonic flo\ • Indeed, the ob~ect o t.....,i .. c; a1 inc ine f- e: .. 
late · as to maint in a ecy hiL,4 sta,'.).1a·c.:..on ent} ai y 141il 
avoidin~ this proble::: e.:rea. Eouuv.ar, :.t ·s :.m,ortant t·a""G a 
sufficie t study e maue to be c ra of his oixt. 
T, e general y c..ccepta fio.1 'pie t·· :."e is hat at, rid v .,,_y 
near to ne leadin~ ~aGe, tne •• r, 0 
~,·eo~y I.; l ..I. • .:.s fo .... lo,;-e 0 ··ns·r .~ ·y .• "" c-..... u 
it·o. to 1.;} ~ :-~o m as the "..ier~e ... eg::..on" • Pan and 
~,,G6) "egion y cont:n 
merged. T ere y be .,all s:ip. T\l.r-tne:r do ·1nstrea.. there a '., 
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the r~gi:> .J of stron .... intaract.:.o. a ·.1.' the. weak :;..ni...erc.:..ctio11. 
These are depicted by tne fa.ct t~a.1. v..ie boun .. a:..y aye and s.1ock 
fro t separate an a re.;:-:.on of .:.nvioc ·· d f .... ov, fo:rms uct .:ae ... 1 -tr.ei • 
. "o ,ever, trey are in close t;; ou,.)1 proxi ~i ty for t:-10 boundz.ry 
laye to a.Lfect • .I.. • OSl v. 0 o... the ..... 1oc~: f ~on~ • 
rest..l ta t curvature O.L ·he sl': oc! }L'oduces a pressure: uradie41t. 
Heat t ... an,.;;fer neasure. e .. J:.J mac..'"' _n tne me:cged rez:..o:r as 
in ·catea by Vidal, Go ian Ba.:. ~:z b 0 .. , .J.. ,. 
v e r u.l.C ions ma.de u::Jint, t' .e equa tion8 a.e::--.:. ved in Chapter 2. 
e ri:::jected ~')e~r:.i. se f t e x.:. .,ance o:.. a s:ig:iifica~.L"~ ressurE:: 
gro.d.:.cr~ • 
... 966) have .:.ho\'" t 1a t 
l,he .rc:;:e ..ra t merged re ion in ve~acti:>.c ·)a.ramet .r is g:. ven by 
w e e C is t:1e constant in a lL ear iscosi ty la\; a::-.. d 1 .. 2 
., 
Re2 are the post ob ique shoc!c :.i:ac·1 ~·:·,.n.1ber ar ... d local Reyt1o_C: • .... 
unber, respectively. 1lcCrOvt::eJ et al experimental .... y 
dcmon&trate~ that le. as a va_u "..., -:-.· 1.:e r... 0. A 5 to O. 20, 
an 1 eat; t ansfer, cou d be e::pect d. 
Dorrance (1962) ias sho~ 
interaction narareter is 





.. 01...:d b"" p:...c ent io;. .. values 0f • 
!Tate~ t.an 3 o~ 4, an ~= irte actio~ ~uld 1e the c_it:=ia 
be o. ~ eve v~lues. 
l 1 .2 .;), o .;i t'.e i..; 
I 
. ,. 
at . \ J cm. 0 t \ I O - • ... ..1..., • -'- ., .... 
exit, 9 50 t . ~. . • p ... a I.;, ::.. .... c __ r .... _y .,:__o .. :, 
·nclinatio. da~'-, T'ne 
., tl .. , . va. .... u~s OJ. 1e ~.ac 1 Tum er ar: \,' e :-~zynold s 
?O~nt have een calculated •:ri vl f:0.1 d · './1.; .... ger..ce cons:.ds::\.;; · 
1.1"'\ t e ,...,....,, ·er deac .:~,.,. c..· -- c'I...,:-, -.J...:::. .... 3 riT'"'.··:::. o·," ... ly ":~~~$.!X-t::.':"'"l_,~.,..,, •. 7. ·,-.'. a+-~.. u..c.. J. .&..J.~; .Lu l..iC.._.!v~.. • J.,..., • -'"'- --'-' - •v v V 
mi- s :f .... some erge ... esio. inf ... uer.ca is ...,A. 1 cc. , ........ , the .._. V l, .1. a. l, . - " 
exit ozzle, at pl~te inc ina.t·on of 0 T~- 1.:0\:.:11 ar .5\:.. a 19.5. .. ..; 
ap_1eal that t:ie strong intera.ct·on ::'c.:;ion is very 11n .:+~-1 
- ' .i. ., IC'~ i "f\ ... 
e ~c1 t a ., consequently the assumptio o~. a ze:ro pre::,su:..~e 
gradient ·s valid to a good approximation. 
It as been assumed. that the flat plate inluceJ. p::-cssu.rc 
gra · ie: t can come about o .. 1ly th::-oug::i so= fo~u of lea.:.inf; 
eJ.ge effect and not by cha: gc:s in the free strea.11 co.nli tio· .s. 
I is 'iscussion ~orrance(1962) (0' ap~or ~) shows thr..t if 
is S!, all a.vi the pressure gra - ien-c pa:.ameter varies 
''sloi;-rly ", the integrate'" bot:.niary _aye~ .. solutio:18 arc 
inzensi tive to the variatio:i of t~o pressure grad..ie·_t. 
'i'urther, the concept of "~oc2.l s..:.oi Lrity", e.g. t· 
of i;h bouniary layer equa--cions at a specific locatio: 
us_ . ~ t.u.e ::ree -creao co .li tions pre Gent the:.-e, 1:as be0:--J. 
prOV1;;;L to o acceptable. Accor in 0 ly, in 
DA.TA X 
- .... . .... '4- -- 4 - .. .- ... --- _ _ ,.,........_, _ _ ~ - -~-- ..--. . .,..._ .. ~ • .. • -·--- ----- ........ -·· ----· ----- ---~ 
Small ~xit , 0.,09 1 .3 
9.5° ·01 ·1"-.:) 2 0.08 103 4 .J..."..:.. \1 • ., 
in~lin::-ttion 0.07 A ... • 0..) 
Lar,.)2 ~-.:r..:. ·t ... n ,,. .~ lo4 I., J\. .J. I t/ I J •I•-;-
'"9 c::O 
·)lat) 2 0 .11 -, 0 2 I •J ... 
inc:.ir. a tion 3 0.10 1.2 
~_;J~\~ L o2 
-WWW -~ 
1 
-r t should be n o ted that Rudn<.,n and Rubin(1968) conclu~e,i i:: 
th,3i r -:rork that at a free~ strea!.1 r:ach l~o. ec;_ual to or less 
t han 8, the mG r gai r egion went directly into the 1rc2.k 
inte r a c t ion r egion . 
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1roe strc&J con it~on..., culculate~ a~ 
·oo c,i tions • 
... 
7,"li gurv;.;, 2. 6 and. 2 .12, typical sheu.:. s t:r-e ss a:'1i 'l'j -to y 
axis co .version, -,..~ f"" r-L-• -- in .... ica-te that - - thG .... u ...,pe V v.L Vv ... y 'J ..L.. 
2.oue::, ~Ggio ... s o-::: -:he- ,. Ot..:'"' a- ·v . - I )A ')u./ l ,.,y,.,..,, ....... c ,. ) J u .... ~ ..J...~ c.. v- } 
ver~ ~~ the momentum eouatio~ is ~bo~~ a~ o~~er of 
.. ag:::. t-.....J.e larger tb.a 1 t:C.e ( ~ue to f _o-::r d.::.. vergance) • 
T is ::ubstantia.,vcs t~e us,., o: tho zero :pres;::;u:::-0 ~aJ.ient 
flat plate equations. 
4.3.2 Heat Transfer 
Figure 4.5 sho 1s typical 1 .. r._;o~. heat transfer tract....Jo 
2 "5 +h 1 . -4., 1 d. .. ..... cm. up "' e p a-ce · ro1: l, e ea ... ng ea.ce, z-ea)ectively. 
T1ere is ad· amatic chan:-:e in the cbaracte:-.. at au-oro:-..:i:-.ate ... v 
- ........ .., 
the same tie t}at t}e Pitot press1re dro)s. The initia~ noise 
is .. ai:ily attributed to tne presence of e_ectro11s i~ t e f"' o·::. 
After the Pitot pressuke dro' s, the hea~ trans_er also ... :a ... s, 
an at the same tie the 1oise for the m0bt ~ar~ ~ . . :.~s,:-J~_,.__.,_ ..... r e 
I·c is u0zested that tris last po~nt ·s due to 
the f ow ionizat · on ny the ~ Jection of ! elium into tl:...:: .;""'..,.., 
gas. 
,}er. Helium ,as used both as tre drirer and ~es~ ~~s. Tl ~v data 
is s o,·m fo cowparison pu:r:9osee \ ith n.:....,u.:.:-- (.5c.... T.·:: un ;er 
... -
an lo·,,er trd.Ce.::> '!ere made by o3,u0 .;:;.:, .... 1 a.:. l 2 .66 Cillo up the 
plate 110 .. th.., sad.;..n:s dc;e. Novt.. t.at ther~ is no ch&nc-e in 
s ope, a.r: d that the curves aI·e :or ~ _ practical pu:;..·_Joses 
• .. rp .,:' • J.. • • t t d •J.. J.. noise "'"ree. ... e ... ormer .._JOJ.n11 is 1mrior-a~1 , c..n lv co~re_a1.,es 
•.1..· +h wi 1.1h v e &c~ that 10 Pitot p~a s~:e drop 1as observed with a 
T ~e noice fj_"c:..e 
tr~ces are aGain attributed to ~~e fact ttat there mis no 
:.oc:..zav_.:, · of tne Helium. 
- ~fel' ~ing bac to !i'igu:re 2 a .. 5 :. c ~ho·7s the ca.1cu ated. 
nd meavured surface heat t ansfer rates ~or boundary iay~r~ 
in .,' .. eru1u-che ical ecai ibriu • T 1eo1."etical p:"l;.!d.::.ct.;.on ... c:..ro 
or ot the cases of con.Jtan" and ya:ria: :.e t ansno1---:; 
... 
parameters. T e measured resul·~s are for a period a:9p:ro:ri1"Gately 
85 :cro- seconds after shock re~ ection. 
that in the figures tho , oint is tha .nean value of me.:1;, • -=· .. ,.;e~"-
in~tions, and the flags aro the s·andar deviat:ons of vne 
da-ta . 
The rn8asurement at 1. n. distance LP ~~e plate :as 
:probab_y su..1. fered r,1erged :rez:.o ... s.xgges ved in Ta.ole 
4. 2. The variable trans )Ort pa:-ametc-·s ....... r~-::cd.ly lo,.,e-.. ed ·cr .. e 
:.;;u.1. ace eat transfer rate. T1"!e la.::::\..,e exit predictio:1 2: .. d 
are close to a facGo~ OL ~io fron ona '"' - --.-4- '1 '.".l,..,., a..._1,...., vL .__.,_' 
... i 1.i S,;;;t ,., C, ,_..., a.cceptab .... e bu-c .. e co~re .... ation o:: tr~e srns~ l e·._ ."' 
measu:. e ne ts a d theory is 
_t h_.,,,$ deemed wise at 
Pitot pr~ss~ - .ea~~~, 
a .. e lar~a ...; .. ale fal a 
bad. 
t:1is . .... bu.sed o:n. -bo a...,072 poin v, V _.,;;: 
r a.s t':e t~ ct ga..:> ..: ... " .... 
A::,go"'l. 
7':J 
rBJ , t..,, to carry out e.. limited se ... ies of calci1-atio " ..s 
f ~ 1· fl Th ~ 1· - b measurcrae1 ts OJ. a ure 11e ium o·.,. e .... e .-1 n wou ... c. e 
divorced o rea_ e;a.s ef ect.., anu '·hereby act as a. check on t e 
basic theory. Tne result u~in "."" an in.:. tia 0 ch:Jc!~ tube prensi...re 
0 10 · nch s r · :.s s~ own in F .1.c;~::.--e o: 
c:..bout 85 mic_ 0-seco .. 1 s after ::;hoc.~ 
exit nozzle · as 1:t>ed with a ::.a.~e i.!c ~i:. .. 3-t:'.or .. of 9o5° and 
t . 1 ... . 2 (:;'" d~ a 1S 0~ y S 01~ IOr a ~a~3C :os~~-01 oOO CD. up the plate 
frori the ea.di1vr ed?C • 0 ..., to tne leac.inc ed '"'l'e ..., 
co' .i. have possibly , f fer0d me_ O"ed. :. . 02,'lOJ1 effects. 
T e expe.rimenta.1. a d ca.lcu:a ted. · a ta u 10 11:;; -- :reaso.P..c. 0 JJ..C 
agreelli l • If, ~ i th p · re H 1 iu , a · a~:-cly th::.ck noz...,le 
tu-b~ ~n bounclar'J ay~r di1 develop to1ards the e~i~ t~e f~o, 
di ver0 0nce would be lesse .. ed ... d the flo 1 pi"'essu:;."e \:0 ..... :.: o~ 
·ncTeased. As a res lt, the easured heat transfer x·a: ..... .-c '-C. 
be e}.."})ected to be larger tr an tl e th00:i."etical predictio ,. 
4. 3.3 Cor.nosite Bouniary Layer Ca culations 
\e_. -.tecall of Tc11·g" 1 re 2.21 ··-1 ..Ll c'.o,..,, .,_ e c1em1.·ca ly f· -z··-i 
rt~ • .I.A. , ~ 0 - \ "'· ·- l ..... ..._ U <;; ... 
o 1ndary layer heat transfer predi~tior:s, .i t~1 or v,i t:1out 3. 
catalytic surface, were nigher than for a boundary layer in 
t.herinochemical equil.:.brium with Vd.: .:..:.~J .... 0 transport pro.._)•3rt::.cs. 
T 1e res 1 ts o Chapter 3 s .. o,,ed that ~.:J .... l' ... i1 co 1tamination wo1~d. 
not lm1er the predicted hee..t trc..nsfc~· :-ates to correlate with 1,."'~e 
data, ad so. e other mecra~is. 
. .us v "'..e .:011nd to accoll:rt 
low heat trdnsfer rates. 
0 -'01;, to a hi~}- te!J. e1a.ture 6 iver by tl-ie idea gas e.:::_ :itic .. 
• • J... 
l.O ... lZ2.1, 0 • Eve _t· ally t ' J.. ne e.1.ec 1,ro.n nrnb '.'.'>-... ,-. a--.-~ U· -"-r"'i" C: e -J.. V 
.\..,L.;..;.J. t"'_.. 4 .::, .-. ~ .._, -L .._ .- .I. V ..-J 
h.:.[;h to cc.uoe a·1,o. -e ... ectro." reactio ... 1 ..... to predo~ina.te, :itl a 
subse e .. ro.pid pie~; up o .. t:'le ionizatior ~ev~-. Fi~.ally t~e 
C'"'c.S TL:c..;.Che:s ·.1.ear equil:.br.:um as the rc..te of recor:2oination co-es 
into baL::-..vice ith that o"" :.onization., A::y ::.:--::._:>urities , . ..,..:_11 ca:ise 
the a~ovc cnain to Jrocevd a~~. ~aste~ ~at. 
I t 'r e ,.,i· ""ua~- · "n ·::i .1... a·" 4 . .'ne Ra.,,..._.?! _·.-J_-..... -,c,-:>s~eP. "r.::. !:, + ,·o-. . ..... ,,\._. " , ..:, \J v ..._ V IC.. v 4.~U. - - - V '-' - - U. '-' .__ Y 
J..~ • d ' OU1,J.lne G_O .,, _.., 
...i.tio1 • .?::'vCesses may be_ to 
c:-:.e-::ica.1 r:on-
Cu.· ; • T'.· • ....., O·'~'I a ...... y "'yer '- ... --- -.1.~ .J ... J.C.. o ... s for ai:.'" the 
?ra d.., 1 J ·mbe-'- · 1a.s ei t. er 
eit:1er '.O 01~ 1 •'+• His resulto sho .ed that the ·cc..~pe:..<-.t ·_e and 
coupo ..... :. t.:.on. pro.Liles 01. the no:u.-e-:_"Ll.i .... :. br~um bov.r..dary :..-_:· ~:-- could 
cor aiderably differe· t f on ei tr er e uilibri ~m or ;:;. ... ~ ~1::4! 
res 1 t . Ho 1ever, B ot ._ ....,r 1 s co $ta!'l-c ~:-ansport prope:.~·i.";y 
ca cu~atio s did not suggest 
tr s "er r-.. L tes. 
cha· ~ge .:n surface ':1..., v 
Pc...llone Moore, a ~ Er os ( 19641 car .. iE:!d out si:.tila..r 
ca .... culc.tio!1S i l ai · ·• T · -y, ho n=:ve:i.·, used variE.ble tr·ans--)o:.:t 
... ro ertie,s. The maxi nn:1 tem:;,era tu:r·e i11 
12.s about 5000° r an consequ r~t.1.y th~ a:iount of .:.oniza vio:i.1. ·.,c.s 
sciall. Th· s meant tbat the P:randtl 1Tilil. 1er :ce:r::ained easent.:::.r:.lly 
co1sta tin value at 0.75. 
The ir~cl~sion of variab .... e t:.:ans ... }or· .. p::-o:Jcr·\ies to ·c.,he 
e ·tent t:b&t occur i· t ··s wo_ .. ir~·1,o a r.on-em.,ililn·i-..m ca ... ·.-..ilatio!l 
... 
,,oul be nost di ficu: t a 
coll .1.ed ·ri i,11 t: e :poo_ : .. o ,ledge OJ. .1..·1e rate coefficients ·fJecie 
in the calcu~stion .... o . . .sj_ -1" to \,h 
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prob:e~ O- non-e uilj, r·iu n )e fou ... 1d. . si . )ler first appro:~-
imation to the probleu could b-=- t'je defini;.~· of a leve~ iL a 
bou . 'ar-y layc:-, at rr ich t:.~ zc s vo· .. cl c an[,..; f:" );. tha v o . 
essentiall:,· .1.1·oze ... i....L ch" :.acter to t:.u\, o_" ess :ntia.!._y er:_u. 
ib.L i ir ... ch .ractcr. ''1 r ~ U O C'. 0 • l V '-1 ~ ,_ ;. V \o .r .,~v - . . '<;..., vc.. IJ ... 3:. ::,fl t! l.! 
Co,.Lcula tio .. L,., J cot..:.d. be 
t +' pu .o~e., !er. 
Cont·· nuin6 tr.e prac-t::.ce a.dop1.,ed in the calculatio!l. 
rozer. o nt:ary layers, 1 t :::. t be assumed vha t the free ..rc::e2.::n 
is :..:i. -,~her ,ocbemical ec1uilibr··. un but -~hat tJ::e t:·)per ~;ort.:.o: .. of 
1c.ary ayer is in a ~he.:'iicalJ ./ f ·oze: state. 
Thee uilibrium constant for chemica react.ions is 
1,he :ratio of the ionizing reaction rate coefficients ove-r tr.e 
reco 1bin::.,tion rc. ... te coefficients. Wone and Bershader (1966) g:.ve 
exJ ... easions .1. or- the reaction r ... te coeffici nt fo:r- A.r0"0r ioniza-
tion and for tbe recomoination con.,tant. 
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io1ization t~:wperature, OK (1.828 X 105), I 
I") 
exc.:tation temperature Orr (1.335 X ; o5). IJ E .1.. 
e ~a~e coe::~~ieit for ionization, K-~ 
s a functio 1 o elt:ctro ten.pe1-ature, bu:c tbe a:.l: be 
ade here of "tbermal e uilibr·iu • 
O"i.,ber ter.L.10, and 
Ta :ir~e 1,he · comb:_ ~ation rate coef :..cient, KR, as t·1e :.2. v .... o 
! -/:: r.,~4d C[.,lculating t' e nume ·:i..cal constants it is fou~ d 
.L ...... 
= 
13 .35 -.r 
.3035 X 10- 32 
1 
v2 1 ·xp 
m 
... 
Figure ~-• 7 shows the value of ti~e recombi:natior1 l"ate 
coefficient gi ve:n by e ua tion 4-5) • The recort1bina t::.on r.:1 te 
increases as tbe tenperature fa-ls jr.. a_s-reement v1ith a similar 
eq_uation given by KnBos (" 96b). .i:Jotice how the valu, . :..r.c: .. '"-:2,se.:, 
very rapidly belov, temperatures of about 7000°K, 2,nd t....e:.·e:o:·d 
a.p roach to the surface o 101., ";ron101Je an c:,p_p:·oach to equi~:. ·~r::·j-.. :n. 
Con5eq_uently, the recombinatio .l rat0, t/1a't is. tbe numb ....... of 
recombinat·· ons occurrine per u.14:_t ti e, a pears to oe a reaso::aole 
. t . f :; t . . J..b . J.. • L' cri er on o_ a.e errnininc 1., e p~si 1JJ on OJ. 
the co .. J: o .... ~ ·;;c bou! dar layer· • 
. ·.·0:1..; .:.i cl Bersl1ader ass1.a1ed o 1 .y a tnree oociy :·eco ... o:.r.&:c::.o .. 












~e.: ... ne· 50 str·ear: tu hes wit in the o 1...~-!. &:.y .~ay - • n' 
- e 
in each St,ream uarticles to ~emain 
... 
in t . e ·ee;ion of interest ,·e,,o ca.ken to be tl.e pe:. iod req_u:.red for 
ht: articles to trave t: :-cee .m. from the ... eaa.ir.v U) 
1,he ... ,late. 
The criterion where the solution was swi tcbed. :.."'rom e :rozcn 
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E ua t · o 1 ( L,-8) can be ir.:terprG~l..u. as r.1ea:-11ng that if cte 
nu1ulie:r:- of electrons is g:::-e::ater than some facto times, O c-·s·'h•e .J..J V _..__ 
nu1.1ber the .. t could be reco /oir;ed within t ie cuaracter:i.stic ti~e, 
t~e gas is defined as frozen. 
I'ic..,u.re 4.8 how5 hm- ra :.d~y the value o.7 ~'.is crJ-c2ri _ 
cha ~:; !:> i th tenpera tu:-e. Re.1. errir~z ac,.~ to B'i~.:,-t1::·e 2. ~ 7, ~ ... e 
tem1)era ture pro ... ile o" t: e f o zen ,)O nda..i:y 12:,yer, it can )8 
a,.; precic.... ted ov1 suddenly the changeove.1. of t·1e two con:::. t:.o s 
• ..:i 
n< ee1.,. e. 
·,ere dcfi.i.1.Gd ~2.sed on c 1 _o ice.., o:: : 
C 
.. ea1·- .... v the values of O a ..... d "'00.. 'lc..1/ e ro3 ~hows the c11o:.ce cf 
, r Q.;.. };'°"• v v U ..._ ~...., 
s i L. com1;osi 0 · o inda ..,.Y :.u.ye::: · ~a:. s SOP.le coc.ment .. 
ot only shou_d the ac llual V8.- ues of ... nth3.~2Y a:.. 
raspect·ve:y ere 
, 
... ea.su:.. e~ of any hea"t flux O.:' ... u~ar stress nassed .'.'101'0;.,.., i;h0 Cf;.a:nge-
over L.yer from t e frozen portion vO the eq_uj_lib::ci'i;. ... )O.r~ion of 
he com osi te bouncl· .ry layer. 
ne bou..~dary layer equations ~o,eve~~ were not 
acco mo,ate non-zero values of g' and f as Y) ->cc 
it wacl assUI 0 that once the v~lues of f;' and f v rrent ~Go u n::..ty, 
they , ot1ld remain at this value and therefo:re the c;:.. .. adier.~s o: 
vhelJe q_uc 1ti ties would ,o to zero. ~ l1 the cor.i_posi te -oc1. .. 1da:..y _._ayer, 
it is ta en that g and t may o 1ly be nity at a s::.ne;le ~evel 2.n · 
consec:u8ntly gradients 1 ay be rn·esenc. 
1.n addition to the int~~L sic • .t:- • • • t· ... l. .1. l CUJ. Y,y Vil ·enc bo-1: ... da:cy 
~ayer e uations, thera is also a problem e:ea \1ith the inte~~~t~o~ 
of t e relations whe gradie_ ts a::.:-e lJresent a·c; the upper h·~::'-l2.::.,,,.y 
of thd solution. Osborne (~969) ass ·111ed that the differencia.1. 
eq_ua-cions to be integrated \/G.,.'e subjeci; to t:1~ ge~eral bound.tt:.."y 
co Litions 6ive. by 
' 
'7-9) 
X n ma ·cr:..ces :~ a) and x b) a: e the c.~t... :J.:i 
vecto::- 0.1. tLe v-alues o the boun::,a.ry c nd·tio1s • 
... 
I T'.a se Vd.lues are .based on intcc-ra t ..:.ons a-t -Ho c .... ;, .:..) t} t: p .... a te. 
'() 
0 ?7C., 
• - II..,.; 
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' 
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) . m ... u 
i elude addit.:.ona_ bur , . \!011.J.(1 
"the e uil:!..b ..... ·um elution 7 X 7 mat ices. :i.:unerica::i. e"'~eriment-
a tio s~ owed this proi.;eo.ure co yield u- 1sa tisf2.ctory :('esu_ ts. 
Tnerefore, if a direct integro.-c:..on "'ro the surface to the :~atc:1-
ing layer is done, the effects of he~t flux and shear stress at 
he matching level must be r:ec:;lect1:.:d wi ~:·1 the present JJ1ethod. 
I 
..., )I 9 , .. · ,... · ... .J.., • .L r· ft ., • • 
·1.gure L; •• s.1ows a paruia .... proll.J..C o. v!'J.8 t·1eav 1.ux .1.0r 0o"t. 
a con.. ... )_ te equi - i brium and frozen bou,1(·l.iry lay .:r sol1... t ion based or.. 
t} e sa.me fr e stream conditions. As can be seen 7 i .. the frozen 
solut·on, the heat f ux in the region of ~he changeover is about a 
facto ..... of less than at the \la 1 1 • n_i .... in the eoui.ib:ium case it ... 
is c. f8.ctor of 2 less than at ' :~e ',...,, 1 .,,..:.4'~ • his sugge~ts th.:. t, + ·~::, v ..... ·-
.. 1eat flux from the frozen por·cion of the composite 00,u1dL::,; 
may ot play a dominant role in de verminin~ t:1e surface ,. 02.·~ ,.;..:-ar...J "2r 
rate. 
igu e 4 .10 shovls a partial profi.e f o:- ·c:1e s\ea:r s trees of 
bo ha complete equilibr'ium and frozen calculation for t:e sa e 
~ree stream condit.:..ons. 1i. . ., graph uould inl :;.catc tha"C the ::.hea.r 
str Sb in the re ion o... the changeover i.:1 _arse. I: t::e g:. ... ..._c:. ~ t 
o~ veloc·ty ~ 
e 
a ... ~ec 
value of t:ie enthalpy ~a ient at t~e ,;-, 1 ...... 
tra. sf 0 r- ::.."'.~ te \,ou:d be c.. ~ te:-ed co.: .. s · erably. 
= ... o ,_·t =~~,~d ~' ~ , v .... _ seem v! e."" as a ..i.. i.J.. u t (. .... .J _;_ o~ .. -
imatio.. .,, .. ,., volut.:..o s cou..1.d oe rna:ced. in the cow::_;osi·~e JO'~ .. :a:.:. . y 
specific enthalpy, s well as poss.:. b:.e, and by igr:o.l."':i..:i_; r::a tch.:..r.c; or 
the bee.. flux. 
A an al l,en1a. ti ve to t~e d.:.:ec-c ir tee,-r·2. tion ol the pro bler 
. Jre .i.: ... :..: cc, •• {,J<'-::. o t of 
• I ; • • ty hr S bee e-.--. . C . .:: _·-f-. . . 'l. • .. _,., . ......~ · ~· · r,1P.' 1 tr.. ·.-. T,,,,1 .• ·.t:.1. ~~ he 
.., ,._........ J. i:i - J _ )_ .1. l,~u. V -•-- __ ._.. - - ...... 1. ....... 0.... -•- V - -- -•-
s:.e:1 .. st ss, and s .€~~fie cnthal ovv ·~-·e m:...·::ccl1ecl 
- - , 
..., .... _ 
v11ar, .... c ter of -che gas in the _o....,.1er 
... 
o rtio .. rr:,3.y 
·uet er e deccribed by the conu.i tio lS o; 8..t eq_uili1)riu.. so:.1..c.:.o .. 
u. .:o . .ie o v:!~r position on t: ... e p:.a te, o- t which are s uJ.11 sii .i:.c..:." 
athe ;3.ticci.l:!.y. 
~n terms of ~he transforilled vari~o·es, tte shear st~e2~ - ,.. 
-. ., 
by µf • 
0 ,, 
c:-- li I ·-"'OJ' •~,-
y dy oTJ 
so th" t f.Lo1n equations 2-5) an~ (2-7a) une blear ' si:;ress x, 
' cu 
3/2 ( 1 --?;- I 1) Pr./ c:. 
1
)--2 p .:> fl \L{-= u J,r .. 
.,.. .., µ _ .. .... ? 
't--
vY 
t uiliariu sllec... s-cress 1.1il: oe g::.ve:1 by 
(snea= c- ~ -nee:' c) (µ -. V )ltl"" N 0 - ....,,.;;> 7.,.. .... r) ~-
... ... .... 
= ....... '-) 
(shear stress)= Iµ ... ' ' ) 
-:1 
•'"' 
"'.'"'.'I Lq .L:JC]_ ~ 
Usint: e u::..tion (4-8 1 , t!.e choice of' the r:.atchinJ _e-ve.i. irJ. tre 
_..._OZ\J. bOLln try l: .... y ·r -.)o:.utio can ve ~ e T ,e ,.,+ •::,,.-, .i.,\..o ..:r -re ... s.:>V-C<.-..... , V ;J..._.. -•• ""-• .a 
equilib ... i1 m calculs.tio. having the sarr.8 v ........ oc:._ty as thr.i.t o.r t:.t.; r:.-:1.tc'· ..:.n...., 
ev 1 i- located, a~d the cor espondinJ .;;near o:E' 
ne tr n.:> 0.1., - ~ variables u.r:C- a_e pu i .. to eou.:1ti.o.1 '1 "2 ',·- I ) • 
... 
.1. 
ratio oft e X~ distanCvu -j S ,,,d..:uc.Led 0 0 r '·1 .'-'"'" ,... c.. <.) u l, u v •• -• v ratio of 
~hc~r tress i. the x y co- ·a~n~~ a wii~ be u~ity~ ~ab~e 4 4 
sher::, for d~stances a~ 2 cCT. uo t~e 
... 
Jla. v•J "'or t:ie 11:...rge and. Swall e:xi C problems" 
)_ny :-esu.l tant increa.3e ll. to fixec.., 
. :i ~ -
... er ::i.ase the surface hea-., cransfe:'" ·rate oy tne sa.r.:-~e 2.::nou::.-c, 
ra"tes based on t ese choices of I 
C 
If -che choice 01 ..1. is ra:.:i.de at appro;cin:ately 10, 
C 
can be seen tnat .:.n no instance is t e dif"e:rence betuect the 
preu:.cted and measure heat transfer ... ~8.1.,es gre2.:ver tha ... a fae, _;oz, 
of tvro Indeed the accuracy :s muc}1 
• .!,. 
lv 
with the nori,.::..,.,_ized standard devic-.,:cion of al - ne&su"!·c.nGnts fro,::. the 
tbeory being less t:1an 4o;t 
,.., c lo~ver the values of I 9 t}· e .;-rea ter - s the ter:dency o" the C 
de)art rom the frozen co Jj_ tion. It .:. s clear 
co.,.relo. ion between 1:;heory an data is ob·cai1e \lien a :c:.::..tch.:.::._; 
lc.t.yer is chosen ·1 ere there is a st..1.onc -ce ... ~dency to depar·c 
the ~roze1 state. 
ffl~le lnr~Q exi"t Q~a+? V/1°th a •,9 5°. - ,q~e 1·~~-,~~.L~Qn L, U. ..:,I:: v ...... , • -v .;.l.v--,1d.l,..1.. .1. 
be.3t corre latior \Ii t' 
eres to 
I:la. ten o " 
theory \'/hen I 
C 
ve_ •.Jv l. ,,y 
-· 
v .• e 
, ,... 
.v 
o ... r at 
_ .. _u .. ........,_..,.," 
·-_.., 
.:..s in.t-
CE.Se Calculat:ion 11 I f' µ. f'' C 
............._ ___ ... _....,,.,. .......... _____ .. ____ _,.. .... __ ··- -·-=-·---·--·..._.. ...... __,,.____. __ 
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.L , • -, 1 
. vC£U.ng .1eve • This \iO _d su2,0est that fur l" er e ·forts should 
be ma e in eve lop in.; a rne "nod o... i:1.tegr ~ t:.c:--. o.... tte uo1.u1~ary 
layer equ· tions that r,1 1 al~ow the inclus.:.on of the veloc:.ty .:.::.:.G. 
'"'n+" 1 J .-,.,a'1e11.· ~C' bo,Ul"'d ..... """'"'Y cona."'.:+i·on · r.J..,,~J.e ··o,,..,_~o~-;~ce '0'"'1~-:,·_la·rrv 
,:;, v, U. • u-'-" L I., C.-,..;, • a,.._ ..1.. v .LU• • '-' -- - v - • • -.; 
ld Seem ~o 0;:e · a ~ .. - ' . l"8c ........ O • _::.L .. tJ ....... .t v0.:' .... a.-c l '18 'CO 
.. ff . ., ... i· .. • -· C ".} r-u- ' ... 1· 0,. S .: .,. .. "-·r • ,...., i· r~'ir, - . ·1· ,, ,1. ....,~ • 
.:::ore c.i icu t, no ... -e, .... ~ i ...... _._ ..• =~-... 1 .... ·~v .._ _u vc.: • .., J.., L· ... ~ t, u. .. .J.J 
a:r ... d 1J: .. y be pa:;:· ~cu:.a~· ... y ...... seJ.. -:_ ::o .. : ·· ... ...,ineerin.:;- ca.lct .... .e. tio:is. 
s 
0 · ·; o of ar .:: o 11· z ·· " ·· ' - .... • • - 1 .... 1 • ._, .• i 
€L'tuCr 
che ... · cal or t:, er,1ial eauilibrtl! 
. 
cor ... c ) v o.i. a composi "te bvt.1.Ll..::. .. ry ..... a-Jex· does n0t r..eea. to contra-
calc· :c...ti,) is that at a ce ..... tain po·· rit ~n tl'e boundary lc..yer 
the ;;;;.s c:;ndi"tions art;; better approximated by the extreme c~se of 
"ther .... ~ocheJ ical equilibrium,. rat' er than the extreme c.s.se of a 
cnerric~lly frozen boundary layer r~ :s considered that t:is 
conJ.i tion will be true \;hen t:1erA is sic; 1ificant recombinatior:., 
re arc.lest;; of whet} er ·-~1e go.s is i a state of e,;_uilibriu.:1. o:- !1ot 
4 .4 §.ummar,y_ of Chapter ..4 
In his Chapter, the e--r>er:.rr:e.ntal c.c: t:... and ::. ts co . ...-::i.. . elation 
with theory 1a ve been examine.:.. r.1 .era was good a~~ 88.:.e _T, ·..,c t'.:eer! 
the measure~ent of test secGion Pitot pressure anQ a~ . . 
- v '-' • ; · 0 -~ - C , 
rea: cas nozzle ex-_pans · on t: cory u .. ti.1 .a t.:. :.e " .... 0 - + ,.. ••• ..!.. ...._ V',, oi 
..:.mate y 100 micro-seco .. ds after shock re..:'lectio ·1 o A 'ter c~ . .J.. .... 
_?e ... iod, t:' e mea ured Pi 1;0 t pres sure d-'opped "'vy approxi,-'-- ~ t:- -,,,' 
.:u.c.,or of two. It has bee s gges·.:;ed that ..,:nis 6.:-.:-op :.1e.)- • _ 
attribute to t:,1e i jec ion of Heliu.:, drive_ p-~ .: -~ -o . .-:, . "I 
0 CNV .i.J.. v v .. ~\,;; ... ____ ., ...... 
o the ~r\,.)·on flo r i· tLe area o ... th The .lu:co 
the ozzle as a :r~· 1, io=ii z.:.1.1.=; ·~--·o~ .,, 's v .... _ c...... _, 
as an i eal gc...s.- if'"'Gr r-....oYI charac·ccr cause.s 
~ c_ease i· -:... re a :.a"'io i ... rclatio. 
·-· 'n t ~ o 
,J..v~ ··-
-;) • • .I.. ~ - vO" p:. ..:S~ ro o 
o.: r.:_::; · -::izu.:ior~ bcLir..,i 
he .)......... ..... , ,.J •• , r" ... 
..... - ... ---···~t;;.;; ... . .. 0 p.J..,-.y -·-v-A..-'-""- .J. ... ....,L,_· .,,"!Gr8 ot u J ... 
. . . 
n. :i •• ve:-~ e::-o::;e v:. .... :c 
-
.. e, .. t"'_ _.--,"i "::.y::~+::-:~ ("C_I)~.· ·) s e" ,...,. - "-c ~"-u' 




· e:::.t t·-"ansf'c,• .,,. -:-:8 1·s .. _,..,+ aa,0 ua.1..nl"'r "'·, C ea.::i ··i··c'"' 
- -..., ............ .,_ v-u s;;,1. L,;..,...,.; 1.1-bL_ - t, ...... 
'\ 
, n ~ u::. ~ib...:·i or a. fruzE.n b-...i"!ldar'Y 1.aye:"' asst..::nptio:i. FicA:ev T 
. . ~· ,. . d. t . , ., '"\ :..mp·"ove n .. ea.ic "ion can oc o o·ca... e oy ::ec... 1.1i.r2.;- -cLe oounas.ry 
... ayer in tv/0 re;'ior s (~ compo s~·ce r-:/L), e.l .o·vi:1g tne gas to 
fro a c} cmic2~lly f~oz.an region -co o: .. e that is ap )l ... ox:ima "ted. by 
loc.:1 t11e.d ocne1;.ical equilib_ im • ~ he posi·::;ion of \,:.e •:I -i- '"': ... .: n r • c;..vv.._ ..... b 
.. ayer be v .:een tne tvro regions is chos .;.!'l by 't.4.se of a simple 
criterion based on the ~ecombinatio 
ve .... oc:..ty d tr\;;c 
a "-e .J.. l, -· ~ 
ai .. .... ~ IS - .~ ,t ' .A.o C .;i.ld: 1.1! r· J J., C ... ...., ... . .., ..I •l 
... 
" r rr:ona tor,:: 8 aye_· 0 very . ~, o .... ~a~ .. . ...... ......,-· ,..._ 
·(,.J. o_ (.: v ::..cai , .... eatrner nas -:::n a .... _c ,(.,. .... J. c..r, ... .,E::ars ·co 
... 
.... C...1., 
,.,Q .... , ... s 
, 
... au .... on a:. 
.:.r.c .... :.n "' at p_ate • 
M1 
.. Oo·LU1 .r ·'Y layer "' v:'.Cl<-·· ·• ""'.l .. •• O"' 0 ~ o ,e;. ·'-',..e --- .J.. • 1;.;,._, 1;..._.._:,a, 1.,_ ;.J. v.d • u. vL . ... ,vr\,a :c G of 
variatio a_ t:. · n .... :")'"'rt lJ rame .... .Jrs eolut:..o. 
c.;.,Il equ:i.libr.:.ut1 ooui c..c.:.:·y .ye_·., . ' ' l 'v"~_ ...... y 
'"""" '"-.. V 
b. .d CO~ r ualls the~e .:_ an ex·\ 81..C :c.11 Of 
dens:it co-.ir_..; off the sur.ace. Tnis i::ani '"'es"!;s i t.se· f : ... 
ncrcase • J I I • .)._ • Ct::j_ ta.in c· a·-spor·c :para.1 e-cer uer vavives, 
tur. G:.[., 1~ .. "'.:.cantly modify he in.tee; .. at ion of the boundary .l.a:rer 
r + • a1,J.O .. .:,. The velocity p~ofile kakes o the ciassic shape ~!ven 
'y arJ adverse pressu ... --e gr-:..die .. :1t o:. mass vr· ns:er ( olo .1ir.~) with 
2. s-u.bs quer..t lowering of the surface heat ·crancfe:- rate. 
~he impo ·tance of using a .... ul 1 var::.atio:r.al t:ranspo:rt 
para .. et rs ca. .... culation ;as fu::· vher , . :, . e:n_i 1as1 zea J.n 
0.1. :ieliut. contamination in he cour;da:-y laye:-i.. 
~ ·- /'_,~.J. . . · o~ ~ ·lo·" 
... L. '-..., v .... i...,c'. t,_._ ... 
pa!'a!!'l&ter .. are used, the rem.ti ts i 1d::.~ate -"":. .. ce scale c.::.. ... "er2n0es 
.e predictions of t e ::_::,ui"~ ... ::-_:on · ounda:.."y let~ '"'r a .. (l L::..50 .. ".-
~ . 
• c ..... ium ounde.ry laye1s. appeared to be ve.'71 
seLs ve ~o the level of conta .iLa . :.0 ... .l va:. ia...,~ 
tra ..... o ... :t parameters ca cula tion s:.o fo(;. 
para. e ... ·,er derivatives too~ o· 1 comper ..... :::., d .... p 
·h \. . t ' v e co ~am ~a 101 .... eve~, ·., 1e fiE 1. resu . t 
93 
·ese .. Gc t r-cl , ) o .Ji:, oy rr:as ..... 1ad..:.. ,1e ·y - i tt e dif.:e::_"8 1ce ~n th8 
... . 
ur.!.ace t tl. j ,: e"Y r·a..Lec 41 , J. m,!, , . .s....' e - ~'""'"tea" ,ea ......... .:>- .• : l, 0 l,, d, I., I.._ d I., t:~UJ<;;v • 
"-' . . 
d • • + l- '? • ., ] f , ,.., - • ,.. ".. r, ""} + , • en ea i~..; , . 1., ... , c .... e ....... c2. y roze,. oo .1, .. ary _a c~ "", .... v ":as 
ca: c~lu v.:.ov: e..:. n ... :: ver ia • · e l, ... .J.r. j;; ... :t l)'.t:..."r:...nete:.. ·.ras :. ot jv,.., tifi o( 
r,h. 
- 1.._ uc.l.v Cl. . - + d t +-' V •1 u ve O v.A. ,O the 0oun0.ary 
cor i . · o ... o .... " i.r.. C l--.,-.,.i·o."'n to +i,...o .;._.J..:.1r_;. . ..1.. VV.L.. V.1,,lV 
qu:.· ibri . boundary .... aJ1;.,r ca_culat.:.o .... 3, a .. ~ :1e .... c,c·~ that the 
-· 0·1iza t · o 1 .J ofile w s e · ..,. · ~ .! C:~~ff' 1s::.on ... nrocer_;ses. 
..... ,_ .,J... ..... .., - ... 
T.1er ~ :as a very )Oo:. co .• .-::...•e _a .;ic 
.) ~ l, , "' 1 ·.:..o .;: ·cr:e ec1uil i brium 
.. nd the .ea ur6d values. the +'neo1·P.-1.,~..L'c~. ·,a·u,-·s co••lc1 V - '-"' - • ~_,._ '-• vi • 
' 
ua i p ·oved. to an acceptab~ vc..:.erci,- ice by assurr.in.,:_; a l-:;v ;l ::."1 the 
b01.A!.d, ·.2y layer •here tDe ca.., co:: d:i. tions rapidly c.nar1.::;ed :.'0 • a 
primc1.rily frozen character to a prir;ia..:.""i - y eq_uil i briui:1 cha..:·ac ..,er· o 
;. .. t thi~ jt. ... 1c ture, a froze·i boundary solution and an ec;_ui1 i briu '.1 
.solution vi th variable tran:? >Ol~-~ parau1-:t..,:·s lt:Y.'e I!'lated by matchinc; 
cf velocities and S~ ar s1,1.ess .i:o ~om.. wba-t wc..s 0..:,l ec"' a '~conpos::te 
T'1e p ac0ment of the •. ,atcbing level ~,as determined by ·u.sin:::; 
a simple cri .\·erion based on t~ e reco abina-cio .. 1 ::. ate ::..:.1 ·.;ne 
re.::....->ecti ve strean tuoes of 1,h boun-" ary layer o 
The com ;osi te boundary ~aye: calculcrtioi1s .,, ~,..·-:.st .;., .... . )>.JU. ._,,.;;_, C V .1.\.. ..... L., ...... 
chemical non-equil i briu11 in a 
bound ... ' laye:. ,:i1] ·ive ::·i~:e · o .1..e n° ........ t· -~ ··er.;..,, -io- a i u IJ I., ·'. '-'• t'., t 1 ..l > . ..!. i.JC, ,.;. .. l ~· •• l 
d e_,..,$.:+•, V4l• ..l. , 
e uilibriu1 or er emically :: --oz.a ... s0 utions. r:1 .... esc cha:n~ec i_~ 
in 
cond c ivity an viscosity. 
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Figure 1. 2. Dra1ri~: g of Free Piston Shock Tunnel, "T2", 
of the A. N.U. Aerophysics Laboratory. 
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Figure 2·.L Velocity profiles for various values of the 
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Figare 2.2. Velocity profiles for constant and variaole tr~nsport 









DENS TY (gm/cc) 
Figure 2.3. Density profiles for constant and variable transport 
parameter calculations, equilibrium bounlary l~yer. 
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:?igure 2. 4 . Te: .. perature profile for constant ani v 2,riable transr,ort 
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7igure 2.5. Ionization profile for constant ani variable transport 







SHEAR STRt.SS (gm/sec2) 
Figure 2.6. Shear stress for con:3tant and variable tr'-'-::0l)ort 
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.1.1 1. gure 2 • 8 • 
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Equil i brium flat plate velocity nrofiles. .Jotte.: 
lines are small exit nozzle, 9.5° plate incl2nation. 
0 Solid lines are l~r6e exit nozzle, 19.5 pl~ te 
inclination, x = 1 cm. p 
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Figure 2.9 . Temperature profile for vari ~ole transport paraLleter 













Figure 2·.10 . Ionization prof ile f or va riable t ransport po.r2...rnete1 ... 










Fi 0 re 2.11 . Density profile for variable transport ,arailleter 
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Figu.1.·e 2.12 . Conversion from , to y-axis for variable tro....--:i::::;port 
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES (cgs units) 
Figure 2.13. Thermal conductivity and viscosity for variable 

















Figure 2.14. Prandtl No. and c1 for variable trans~ort 
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Fiu.;.re 2.16. Velocity profile for Frozen Bou.nd.ary Layer. 
Transport properties set co11st2.:nt at f:rce strea.in 
values. Solid line 100~: catalytic su:.--fa.oo; 
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Fieure 2.17. Tempere.,ture profile foJ' frozen bou:'1.cl.aI'Y layer. 
Transport pro:perties set constsnt at free stream 
values. Solid li~e 1oa;; catalytic surfac0; 
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-::li 6ure 2 . 18 . Density :pro::ile for frozen boundar;y 12,yel"o ri1raHs110::-t 
properties set constant at f:"ee s trear.: va:1..lc :::, • 
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ION ZATION FRACTION 
Fic.,,ure 2.19. Ionization r>ro··ile for froze:-i boundary layer. 
Transport properties set co;1Lta:1t at free stl'G8.m 
values. Solid line 1001: non-ca·ca1ytic; dotted 
1oo% catalytic. 
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iz'-1:re 2.20. Conv01·sio11 :'::-om ""? to y axis for frozen bound.a:r.:y 
layer. T1an~,:-o··t properties set constan-t at 
free st.1. ean vE..lu0s.. Solid line 1001; catalytic 
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Fieure 2. 21. Su::-face heat trans;·er rc1to for frcz.en "bou:-: cl.0.ry 
layer. Transr,or·~. :9ror1e:cties set constant at 
free s·~r·eam value::;. Solid 1·110 100:,.i cat:::lyi..ic; 
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~igure 3.8. Temperature profile for variable transport 
parameter calculation, small exit nozzle ,;-;i tll 












T.iie,ure 3 .9 ~ Ionization r,::-·ofilo for variable transr)o::· t p&.i-·2mot0r 
calculatio_i:, sna:l exit nozzle ·Hi th cont2.miJ:1a,tion 
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,.,igur e 3.10. Density :9rof.ile fOi"' varia~ile t::-.::.:""!..._,~,o=·-~ _)ar2rneter 
cal cul&. tion, s .iall e~:::i t lloz~le i.i-::... vv:. ta~.1in2. tior1 
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Fi(,rure 3 .11. Conversion fron: to y-&,:zis fo:· va:ri~-blo -:rc,:n::i:po:'t 
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"'i·urc 3.12. ':2herx 2,l conductivity for variable t:ra.n . ..,:.0:.t 
i;arameter calculatio.1.1 1.:. th co:1t2..'ni112,tio.1.: ~"t 
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Fi2,u e 3.13. Viscosity for variable transr,ort parclJnc-cc :." 
calcuiation 1-:i th co1,.-camina..tion at :x == 2 v cn 9 u 
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Figu. .. e 3 .14. Tra.11sport pa:::-a1:1eters for variab ... e ·v:.:-zinc:_,or.; 
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Figure 4. 2. Bifurcated shock. 
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